
“Mechanical Systems and Software”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Mechatronics

Tasks

State Transition Logic

Direct Realization Of System Control Software

Topic : Mechatronics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Mechatronics

 Learn the concept of Amplifier

 Learn the concept of Bandwidth

 Learn the concept of Efficiency

 Learn the concept of Linearity

Definition/Overview:

Mechatronics: Mechatronics (or Mechanical and Electronics Engineering) is the synergistic

combination of mechanical engineering, electronic engineering, controls engineering and

computer engineering to create useful products. The purpose of this interdisciplinary engineering

field is the study of automata from an engineering perspective and serves the purposes of
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controlling advanced hybrid systems. The word itself is a combination of 'Mechanics' and

'Electronics'.

Key Points:

1. Description

Engineering cybernetics deals with the question of control engineering of mechatronic systems.

It is used to control or regulate such a system (see control theory). Through collaboration the

mechatronic modules perform the production goals and inherit flexible and agile manufacturing

properties in the production scheme. Modern production equipment consists of mechatronic

modules that are integrated according to a control architecture. The most known architectures

involve hierarchy, polyarchy, hetaerachy (often misspelled as heterarchy) and hybrid. The

methods for achieving a technical effect are described by control algorithms, which may or may

not utilize formal methods in their design. Hybrid-systems important to Mechatronics include

production systems, synergy drives, planetary exploration rovers, and automotive subsystems

such as anti-lock braking systems, spin-assist and every day equipment such as autofocus

cameras, video, hard disks, CD-players.

A typical mechatronic engineering degree would involve classes in engineering mathematics,

mechanics, machine component design, mechanical design, thermodynamics, circuits and

systems, electronics and communications, control theory, programming, digital signal

processing, power engineering, robotics and usually a final year thesis.

2. Amplifier

Generally, an amplifier or simply amp is any device that changes, usually increases, the

amplitude of a signal. The "signal" is usually voltage or current.
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In popular use, the term today usually refers to an electronic amplifier, often as in audio

applications. The relationship of the input to the output of an amplifier usually expressed as a

function of the input frequency is called the transfer function of the amplifier, and the magnitude

of the transfer function is termed the gain. A related device that emphasizes conversion of signals

of one type to another (for example, a light signal in photons to a DC signal in amperes) is a

transducer, a transformer, or a sensor. However, none of these amplify power.

3. Bandwidth

The bandwidth (BW) of an amplifier is the range of frequencies for which the amplifier gives

"satisfactory performance". The "satisfactory performance" may be different for different

applications. However, a common and well-accepted metric are the half power points (i.e.

frequency where the power goes down by half its peak value) on the power vs. frequency curve.

Therefore bandwidth can be defined as the difference between the lower and upper half power

points. This is therefore also known as the −3 dB bandwidth. Bandwidths for other response

tolerances are sometimes quoted (−1 dB, −6 dB etc.).

A full-range audio amplifier will be essentially flat between 20 Hz to about 20 kHz (the range of

normal human hearing.) In minimalist amplifier design, the amp's usable frequency response

needs to extend considerably beyond this (one or more octaves either side) and typically a good

minimalist amplifier will have −3 dB points < 10 and > 65 kHz. Professional touring amplifiers

often have input and/or output filtering to sharply limit frequency response beyond 20 Hz-

20 kHz; too much of the amplifier's potential output power would otherwise be wasted on

infrasonic and ultrasonic frequencies, and the danger of AM radio interference would increase.

Modern switching amplifiers need steep low pass filtering at the output to get rid of high

frequency switching noise and harmonics.
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4. Efficiency

Efficiency is a measure of how much of the input power is usefully applied to the amplifier's

output. Class A amplifiers are very inefficient, in the range of 1020% with a max efficiency of

25%. Class B amplifiers have a very high efficiency but are impractical because of high levels of

distortion (See: Crossover distortion). In practical design, the result of a tradeoff is the class AB

design. Modern Class AB amps are commonly between 3555% efficient with a theoretical

maximum of 78.5%. Commercially available Class D switching amplifiers have reported

efficiencies as high as 97%. Amplifiers of Class C-F are usually known to be very high

efficiency amplifiers. The efficiency of the amplifier limits the amount of total power output that

is usefully available. Note that more efficient amplifiers run much cooler, and often do not need

any cooling fans even in multi-kilowatt designs. The reason for this is that the loss of efficiency

produces heat as a by-product of the energy lost during the conversion of power. In more

efficient amplifiers there is less loss of energy so in turn less heat.

5. Linearity

An ideal amplifier would be a totally linear device, but real amplifiers are only linear within

certain practical limits. When the signal drive to the amplifier is increased, the output also

increases until a point is reached where some part of the amplifier becomes saturated and cannot

produce any more output; this is called clipping, and results in distortion.

Some amplifiers are designed to handle this in a controlled way which causes a reduction in gain

to take place instead of excessive distortion; the result is a compression effect, which (if the

amplifier is an audio amplifier) will sound much less unpleasant to the ear. For these amplifiers,

the 1 dB compression point is defined as the input power (or output power) where the gain is 1

dB less than the small signal gain.

Linearization is an emergent field, and there are many techniques, such as feedforward,

predistortion, postdistortion, EER, LINC, CALLUM, Cartesian feedback, etc., in order to avoid

the undesired effects of the non-linearities.
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6. Noise

This is a measure of how much noise is introduced in the amplification process. Noise is an

undesirable but inevitable product of the electronic devices and components. The metric for

noise performance of a circuit is Noise Factor. Noise Factor is the ratio of Signal to Noise Ratio

of input signal to that of the output signal.

Output dynamic range

Output dynamic range is the range, usually given in dB, between the smallest and largest useful

output levels. The lowest useful level is limited by output noise, while the largest is limited most

often by distortion. The ratio of these two is quoted as the amplifier dynamic range. More

precisely, if S = maximal allowed signal power and N = noise power, the dynamic range DR is

DR = (S + N ) /N.

7. Unit record equipment

Before the advent of electronic computers, data processing was performed using

electromechanical devices called unit record equipment, electric accounting machines (EAM) or

tabulating machines. Unit record machines were as ubiquitous in industry and government in the

first half of the twentieth century as computers became in the second half. They allowed large

volume, sophisticated, data-processing tasks to be accomplished long before modern (electronic)

computers were invented. This data processing was accomplished by processing decks of

punched cards through various unit record machines in a carefully choreographed progression.

This progression, or flow, from machine to machine was often planned and documented with

drawings that used standardised symbols for the various machine functions drawings that today

would be called flowcharts. The machines all had high-speed mechanical feeders to process from

around one hundred cards per minute, to 2,000 cards per minute, sensing punched holes with

either electrical or optical sensors. The operation of many machines was directed by the use of a
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removable control panel. Initially all machines were constructed using electromechanical

counters and relays.

8. Processing Punched Tape

The IBM 046 Tape-to-Card Punch and IBM 047 Tape-to-Card Printing Punch were almost

identical, with the exception of the printing mechanism. These machines read data from punched

paper tape and punched that data into punched cards.

9. Programming

The operation of most unit record equipment (except for sorters) was directed by a plug-board

control panel (IBM did not use the term "programming" for these machines). The panels had a

matrix of holes organized into groups. Wires with metal ferrules at each end were place in the

holes to make connections. The output from some card column positions might be fed into a

tabulating machine's counter, for example. A shop would typically have separate plug-boards for

each task a machine was used for.

Topic : Tasks

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Task analysis
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 Learn the concept of Task analysis and documentation

 Learn the concept of Control hierarchy

 Learn the concept of The Task Structure

Definition/Overview:

In common language, a task is part of a set of actions which accomplish a job, problem or

assignment. Task is a synonym for activity although the latter carries a connotation of being

possibly longer duration.

Multi-tasking is the simultaneous performance of a variety of tasks.

Key Points:

1. Task analysis

Task analysis is the analysis of how a task is accomplished, including a detailed description of

both manual and mental activities, task and element durations, task frequency, task allocation,

task complexity, environmental conditions, necessary clothing and equipment, and any other

unique factors involved in or required for one or more people to perform a given task. Task

analysis emerged from research in applied behavior analysis and still has considerable research

in that area.

Information from a task analysis can then be used for many purposes, such as personnel selection

and training, tool or equipment design, procedure design (e.g., design of checklists or decision

support systems) and automation.
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The term "task" is often used interchangeably with activity or process. Task analysis often results

in a hierarchical representation of what steps it takes to perform a task for which there is a goal

and for which there is some lowest-level "action" that is performed. Task analysis is often

performed by human factors professionals.

Task analysis may be of manual tasks, such as bricklaying, and be analyzed as time and motion

studies using concepts from industrial engineering. Cognitive task analysis is applied to modern

work environments such as supervisory control where little physical works occurs, but the tasks

are more related to situation assessment, decision making, and response planning and execution.

Task analysis is also used in education. It is a model that is applied to classroom tasks to

discover which curriculum components are well matched to the capabilities of students with

learning disabilities and which task modification might be necessary. It discovers which tasks a

person hasn't mastered, and the information processing demands of tasks that are easy or

problematic. In behavior modification, it is a breakdown of a complex behavioral sequence into

steps. This often serves as the basis for Chaining.

2. Task analysis versus Work Domain Analysis

If task analysis is likened to a set of instructions on how to navigate from point A to point B,

then work domain analysis (WDA) is like having a map of the terrain that includes Point A and

Point B. WDA is broader and focuses on the environmental constraints and opportunities for

behavior, as in Gibsonian ecological psychology and ecological interface design.

3. Task analysis and documentation

Since the 1980s, a major change in technical documentation has been to emphasize the tasks

performed with a system rather than documenting the system itself. In software documentation

particularly, long printed technical manuals that exhaustively describe every function of the
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software are being replaced by online help organized into tasks. This is part of the new emphasis

on usability and user-centered design rather than system/software/product design.

According to the historian of technical communication, R. John Brockmann, this task orientation

in technical documentation began with publishing guidelines issued by IBM in the late 1980s.

Later IBM studies led to John Carroll's theory of minimalism in the 1990s.

With the development of XML as a markup language suitable for both print and online

documentation (replacing SGML with its focus on print), IBM developed the Darwin

Information Typing Architecture XML standard in 2000. Now an OASIS standard, DITA has a

strong emphasis on task analysis. Its three basic information types are Task, Concept, and

Reference. Tasks are analyzed into steps, with a main goal of identifying steps that are reusable

in multiple tasks.

4. Control hierarchy

In complex control systems, such as organisms or organizations, goals are typically arranged in a

hierarchy, where the higher level goals control the settings for the subsidiary goals.

Such hierarchical control can be represented in terms of the control scheme by adding another

layer, as in Fig. The original goal 1 has now itself become the result of an action, taken to

achieve the higher level goal 2. For example, the thermostat's goal of keeping the temperature at

its set-point can be subordinated to the higher order goal of keeping the temperature pleasant to

the people present without wasting fuel. This can be implemented by adding an infrared sensor

that perceives whether there are people present in the room, and if so, then setting the thermostat

at a higher temperature T1, otherwise setting it to the lower temperature T2. Such control layers

can be added arbitrarily by making the goal at level n dependent on the action at level n + 1.
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A control loop will reduce the variety of perturbations, but it will in general not be able to

eliminate all variation. Adding a control loop on top of the original loop may eliminate the

residual variety, but if that is not sufficient, another hierarchical level may be needed. The

required number of levels therefore depends on the regulatory ability of the individual control

loops: the weaker that ability, the more hierarchy is needed. This is Aulin's law of requisite

hierarchy. On the other hand, increasing the number of levels has a negative effect on the overall

regulatory ability, since the more levels the perception and action signals have to pass through,

the more they are likely to suffer from noise, corruption, or delays. Therefore, if possible, it is

best to maximize the regulatory ability of a single layer, and thus minimize the number of

requisite layers. This principle has important applications for social organizations, which have a

tendency to multiply the number of bureaucratic levels. The present trend towards the flattening

of hierarchies can be explained by the increasing regulatory abilities of individuals and

organizations, due to better education, management and technological support.

Still, when the variety becomes really too great for one regulator, a higher control level must

appear to allow further progress. We call this process a metasystem transition, and propose it as a

basic unit, or "quantum", of the evolution of cybernetic systems. It is responsible for the

increasing functional complexity which characterizes such fundamental developments as the

origins of life, multicellular organisms, the nervous system, learning, and human culture.

5. The Task Structure.

The task structure defines the recursive decomposition of the major application task into

subtasks. Note that this does not necessarily imply that these tasks will actually all be there for

every new case. Which tasks need to be executed depends of course on the status of the case

model at various points in time and on the problem solving methods that regulate the execution

among tasks and subtasks.

In the model framework, tasks are activities that are imposed onto the model dependency

diagrams. We can therefore derive the task structure from the analysis in section 3.1.
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At the top level of the task structure, we find the task ``allocate equipment''. This task starts with

the ``problem case model'' which describes the initial problem. The output of the task is a ``plan

case model'' which describes the equipment allocation for that particular problem.

The task ``allocate equipment'' can be split up into three major subtasks. A first subtask (called

``decompose problem into subproblems'') decomposes the initial problem into a hierarchy of

problems, subproblems and subsubproblems. A second subtask (called ``solve subproblems'')

solves each subsubproblem and produces a ``partial plan case model'' for each of the

subsubproblems that it solved. Finally, there is a third task (called ``recompose subsolutions'')

which recombines the partial solutions into the final ``plan case model''. The latter model

describes the solution of the equipment allocation task.

Topic : State Transition Logic

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of State Transition Logic

 Learn the concept of DFA, NFA, GNFA, or Moore machine

 Learn the concept of Mealy machine

 Learn the concept of Harel statechart

 Learn the concept of UML state diagram

Definition/Overview:

State Transition Logic: A State logic control system is a programming method created for

PLCs. A state logic control system uses a state transition diagram as a model of reality, thus
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using the fundamentals of finite state machine theory as the basis of a programming language.

State logic enables users to model the application they are trying to control by using a hierarchy

that consists of Tasks, subdivided by States which are described by Statements. 'Tasks' are a

description of a sequential activity of the model. The machines, applications or processes being

modelled by state logic will usually contain more than one 'task', representing several different

and possibly parallel activities. Each of these activities will contain a given number of 'states'. As

in finite state machine theory, only one 'state' will be active at a time, and certain inputs and

outputs will cause the transition between different states. Given that PLCs usually control

systems which are easily represented by a state transition diagram, the use of a very high-level

programming language such as state logic greatly helps the PLC programmer in making intuitive

control programs.

Key Points:

1. State diagram

A state diagram is a type of diagram used in computer science and related fields to describe the

behavior of systems. State diagrams require that the system described is composed of a finite

number of states; sometimes, this is indeed the case, while at other times this is a reasonable

abstraction. There are many forms of state diagrams, which differ slightly and have different

semantics.

2. DFA, NFA, GNFA, or Moore machine

S1 and S2 are states and S1 is an accepting state. Each edge is labeled with the input. This

example shows an acceptor for strings over {0,1} that contain an even number of zeros.
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3. Mealy machine

S0, S1, and S2 are states. Each edge is labeled with "j / k" where j is the input and k is the output.

4. Harel statechart

Harel statechartsare gaining widespread usage since a variant has become part of the Unified

Modeling Language. The diagram type allows the modeling of superstates, concurrent states, and

activities as part of a state. Classic state diagrams require the creation of distinct nodes for every

valid combination of parameters that define the state. This can lead to a very large number of

nodes and transitions between nodes for all but the simplest of systems. This complexity reduces

the readability of the state diagram. With Harel statecharts it is possible to model multiple cross-

functional state diagrams within the statechart. Each of these cross-functional state machines can

transition internally without affecting the other state machines in the statechart. The current state

of each cross-functional state machine in the statechart defines the state of the system. The Harel

statechart equivalent to a state diagram but it improves the readability of the resulting diagram.

5. UML state diagram

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) state diagram is essentially a Harel statechart with

standardized notation, which can describe many systems, from computer programs to business

processes. The following are the basic notational elements that can be used to make up a

diagram:
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 Filled circle, pointing to the initial state

 Hollow circle containing a smaller filled circle, indicating the final state (if any)

 Rounded rectangle, denoting a state. Top of the rectangle contains a name of the state.

Can contain a horizontal line in the middle, below which the activities that are done in

that state are indicated

 Arrow, denoting transition. The name of the event (if any) causing this transition labels

the arrow body. A guard (computing) expression may be added before a "/" and enclosed

in square-brackets ( eventName[guardExpression] ), denoting that this expression must

be true for the transition to take place. If an action is performed during this transition, it is

added to the label following a "/" ( eventName[guardExpression]/action ).

 Thick horizontal line with either x>1 lines entering and 1 line leaving or 1 line entering

and x>1 lines leaving. These denote join/fork, respectively.

According to Pilone, the only predefined guard condition is ELSE. No other examples are
provided within that publication.

6. Acceptors and recognizers

Acceptors and recognizers (also sequence detectors) produce a binary output, saying either yes or

no to answer whether the input is accepted by the machine or not. All states of the FSM are said

to be either accepting or not accepting. At the time when all input is processed, if the current

state is an accepting state, the input is accepted; otherwise it is rejected. As a rule the input are

symbols (characters); actions are not used. The example in figure 2 shows a finite state machine

which accepts the word "nice". In this FSM the only accepting state is number 7.

The machine can also be described as defining a language, which would contain every word

accepted by the machine but none of the rejected ones; we say then that the language is accepted

by the machine. By definition, the languages accepted by FSMs are the regular languages - that

is, a language is regular if there is some FSM that accepts it.
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Topic : Direct Realization Of System Control Software

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Source management models

 Learn the concept of File locking

 Learn the concept of Version merging

 Learn the concept of Distributed revision control

 Learn the concept of Open systems

 Learn the concept of Integration

 Learn the concept of Real time Java

Definition/Overview:

Revision control (also known as version control (system) (VCS), source control or (source) code

management (SCM)) is the management of multiple revisions of the same unit of information. It

is most commonly used in engineering and software development to manage ongoing

development of digital documents like application source code, art resources such as blueprints

or electronic models, and other projects that may be worked on by a team of people. Changes to

these documents are usually identified by incrementing an associated number or letter code,

termed the "revision number", "revision level", or simply "revision" and associated historically

with the person making the change. A simple form of revision control, for example, has the

initial issue of a drawing assigned the revision number "1". When the first change is made, the

revision number is incremented to "2" and so on.
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Version control systems are most commonly stand-alone applications, but revision control is also

embedded in various types of software like word processors (e.g. Microsoft Word,

OpenOffice.org Writer, KOffice, Pages, Google Docs), spreadsheets (e.g. OpenOffice.org Calc,

Google Spreadsheets, Microsoft Excel), and in various content management systems. Integrated

revision control is a key feature of wiki software packages such as MediaWiki, DokuWiki,

TWiki, etc. In wikis, revision control allows for the ability to revert a page to a previous revision,

which is critical for allowing editors to track each other's edits, correct mistakes, and defend

public wikis against vandalism and spam.

Key Points:

1. Source management models

Traditional revision control systems use a centralized model, where all the revision control

functions are performed on a shared server. If two developers try to change the same file at the

same time, without some method of managing access the developers may end up overwriting

each other's work. Centralized revision control systems solve this problem in one of two different

"source management models": file locking and version merging.

2. File locking

The simplest method of preventing "concurrent access" problems is to lock files so that only one

developer at a time has write access to the central "repository" copies of those files. Once one

developer "checks out" a file, others can read that file, but no one else is allowed to change that

file until that developer "checks in" the updated version (or cancels the checkout)...

File locking has merits and drawbacks. It can provide some protection against difficult merge

conflicts when a user is making radical changes to many sections of a large file (or group of
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files). However, if the files are left exclusively locked for too long, other developers may be

tempted to bypass the revision control software and change the files locally, leading to more

serious problems.

3. Version merging

Most version control systems, such as CVS, allow multiple developers to edit the same file at the

same time. The first developer to "check in" changes to the central repository always succeeds.

The system provides facilities to merge changes into the central repository, so the changes from

the first developer are preserved when the other developers check in.

The concept of a reserved edit can provide an optional means to explicitly lock a file for

exclusive write access, even though a merging capability exists.

4. Distributed revision control

Distributed revision control (DRCS) takes a peer-to-peer approach, as opposed to the client-

server approach of centralized systems. Rather than a single, central repository on which clients

synchronize, each peer's working copy of the codebase is a bona-fide repository.

Synchronization is conducted by exchanging patches (change-sets) from peer to peer. This

results in some important differences from a centralized system:

 No canonical, reference copy of the codebase exists by default; only working copies.

 Common operations such as commits, viewing history, and reverting changes are fast,

because there is no need to communicate with a central server. Rather, communication is

only necessary when pushing or pulling changes to or from other peers.

 Each working copy is effectively a remoted backup of the codebase and change history,

providing natural security against data loss.
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5. Open systems

An open system of distributed revision control is characterized by its support for independent
branches, and its heavy reliance on merge operations. Its general characteristics are:

 Every working copy is effectively a branch.

 Each branch is actually implemented as a working copy, with merges conducted by

ordinary patch exchange, from branch to branch.

 Code forking is therefore easier to accomplish, where desired, because every working

copy is a potential fork. (By the same token, undesirable forks are easier to mend

because, if the dispute can be resolved, re-merging the code is easy.)

 It may be possible to "cherry-pick" single changes, selectively pulling them from peer to

peer.

 New peers can freely join, without applying for access to a server.

One of the first open systems was BitKeeper, notable for its use in the development of the Linux

kernel. A later decision by the makers of BitKeeper to restrict its licensing led the Linux

developers on a search for a free replacement. Common open systems now in free use are:

 Bazaar;

 Darcs;

 Git, created by Linus Torvalds, influenced by BitKeeper and Monotone, aiming at very

high performance, currently used for the Linux Kernel, X.org, and under investigation by

KDE;

 Mercurial, started with same aims as Git, currently used by Mozilla project, NetBeans

and OpenJDK (as well as other open source Sun projects);

 Monotone;

 SVK
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6. Closed systems

A closed system of distributed revision control is based on a replicated database. A check-in is

equivalent to a distributed commit. Successful commits create a single baseline. An example of a

closed distributed system is Code Co-op.

7. Integration

Some of the more advanced revision control tools offer many other facilities, allowing deeper

integration with other tools and software engineering processes. Plugins are often available for

IDEs such as IntelliJ IDEA, Eclipse and Visual Studio. NetBeans IDE and Xcode come with

integrated version control support.

8. Baselines, labels, and tags

Most often only one of the terms baseline, label, or tag are used in documentation or discussion

and can be considered synonyms. Most revision control tools will use only one of baseline, label,

or tag to refer to the action of identifying a snapshot ("label the project") or the record of the

snapshot ("try it with baseline X"). However, in most projects some snapshots are more

significant than others, such as those used to indicate published releases, branches, or milestones.

When both the term baseline and either of label or tag are used together in the same context,

label and tag are usually used to refer to the mechanism within the tool of identifying or making

the record of the snapshot and baseline is used to indicate increased significance of any given

label or tag.
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9. Real time Java

Real time Java is a catch-all term for a combination of technologies that allows programmers to

write programs that meet the demands of Real time systems in the Java programming language.

Java's sophisticated memory management, native support for threading and concurrency, type

safety, and relative simplicity have created a demand for its use in many domains. Unfortunately,

several properties prevent it from being directly suitable for use in Real time systems:

 Java does not support a strict priority based threading model. Early suggestions that it

would support such a model were abandoned because they could not be implemented

without native bindings on the target Windows and Solaris platforms.

 Because Java threads do not support priorities, Java locking mechanisms do not support

priority inversion avoidance techniques, such as priority inheritance or the priority ceiling

protocol.

 More critically, the garbage collection behavior may introduce unbounded delays in

computation, immediately destroying any chance of making real-time guarantees for

programs written in Java.

To overcome these difficulties, the Java Community introduced a specification for real-time

Java, JSR001. As of 2006, a number of implementations of the resulting Real-Time Specification

for Java (RTSJ) have emerged, including a reference implementation from Timesys, and Sun

Microsystems's Java SE Real-Time System.

The RTSJ addresses the critical issues by mandating a minimum specification for the threading

model (and allowing other models to be plugged into the VM) and by providing for areas of

memory that are not subject to garbage collection, along with threads that are not preemptable by

the garbage collector.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Software Realization In C++

Intertask Communication

Timing Techniques On Pc Compatibles
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Topic : Software Realization In C++

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Software Realization In C++

 Learn the concept of Language standard

 Learn the concept of Etymology

 Learn the concept of Standard library

 Learn the concept of Language features

 Learn the concept of Operators and operator overloading

Definition/Overview:

C++: C++ is a general-purpose programming language. It is regarded as a middle-level

language, as it comprises a combination of both high-level and low-level language features. It

was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup in 1979 at Bell Labs as an enhancement to the C

programming language and originally named "C with Classes". It was renamed to C++ in 1983.

C++ is widely used in the software industry. Some of its application domains include systems

software, device drivers, embedded software, high-performance server and client applications,

and entertainment software such as video games. Several groups provide both free and

proprietary C++ compiler software, including the GNU Project, Microsoft, Intel, Borland and

others.

The language began as enhancements to C, first adding classes, then virtual functions, operator

overloading, multiple inheritance, templates, and exception handling among other features. After
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years of development, the C++ programming language standard was ratified in 1998 as ISO/IEC

14882:1998. The current standard is the 2003 version, ISO/IEC 14882:2003. The next standard

version (known informally as C++0x) is in development.

C++ is a statically typed, free-form, multi-paradigm, compiled language where compilation

creates machine code for a target machine hardware.

Key Points:

1. Language standard

After years of work, a joint ANSIISO committee standardized C++ in 1998 (ISO/IEC

14882:1998). For some years after the official release of the standard, the committee processed

defect reports, and published a corrected version of the C++ standard in 2003. In 2005, a

technical report, called the "Library Technical Report 1" (often known as TR1 for short), was

released. While not an official part of the standard, it gives a number of extensions to the

standard library, which are expected to be included in the next version of C++. Support for TR1

is growing in almost all currently maintained C++ compilers.

While the C++ language is royalty-free, the standard document itself is not freely available.

2. Etymology

According to Stroustrup: "the name signifies the evolutionary nature of the changes from C".

During C++'s development period, the language had been referred to as "new C", then "C with

Classes". The final name is credited to Rick Mascitti (mid-1983) and was first used in December

1983. When Mascitti was questioned informally in 1992 about the naming, he indicated that it

was given in a tongue-in-cheek spirit. It stems from C's "++" operator (which increments the
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value of a variable) and a common naming convention of using "+" to indicate an enhanced

computer program. There is no language called "C plus". ABCL/c+ was the name of an earlier,

unrelated programming language.

3. Standard library

The 1998 ANSI/ISO C++ standard consists of two parts: the core language and the C++ standard

library; the latter includes most of the Standard Template Library (STL) and a slightly modified

version of the C standard library. Many C++ libraries exist which are not part of the standard,

and, using linkage specification, libraries can even be written in languages such as C, Fortran,

Pascal, or BASIC. Which of these are supported is compiler dependent.

The C++ standard library incorporates the C standard library with some small modifications to

make it work better with the C++ language. Another large part of the C++ library is based on the

STL. This provides such useful tools as containers (for example vectors and lists), iterators to

provide these containers with array-like access and algorithms to perform operations such as

searching and sorting. Furthermore (multi)maps (associative arrays) and (multi)sets are provided,

all of which export compatible interfaces. Therefore it is possible, using templates, to write

generic algorithms that work with any container or on any sequence defined by iterators. As in C,

the features of the library are accessed by using the #include directive to include a standard

header. C++ provides 69 standard headers, of which 19 are deprecated.

The STL was originally a third-party library from HP and later SGI, before its incorporation into

the C++ standard. The standard does not refer to it as "STL", as it is merely a part of the standard

library, but many people still use that term to distinguish it from the rest of the library

(input/output streams, internationalization, diagnostics, the C library subset, etc.).

Most C++ compilers provide an implementation of the C++ standard library, including the STL.

Compiler-independent implementations of the STL, such as STLPort, also exist. Other projects

also produce various custom implementations of the C++ standard library and the STL with

various design goals.
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4. Language features

C++ inherits most of C's syntax and the C preprocessor. The following is a Hello world program

which uses the C++ standard library stream facility to write a message to standard output:

#include <iostream> // provides std::cout

int main()
{

std::cout << "Hello, world!\n";
}

The following code shows an equivalent way of writing a program that does the same as the
above.

#include <iostream> // provides std::cout
using namespace std;

int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

cout << "Hello, world!" << endl;
return 0;

}

5. Operators and operator overloading

C++ provides more than 30 operators, covering basic arithmetic, bit manipulation, indirection,

comparisons, logical operations and more. Almost all operators can be overloaded for user-

defined types, with a few notable exceptions such as member access (. and .*). The rich set of

overloadable operators is central to using C++ as a domain specific language. The overloadable

operators are also an essential part of many advanced C++ programming techniques, such as

smart pointers. Overloading an operator does not change the precedence of calculations

involving the operator, nor does it change the number of operands that the operator uses (any

operand may however be ignored).
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6. Templates

C++ templates enable generic programming. C++ supports both function and class templates.

Templates may be parameterized by types, compile-time constants, and other templates. C++

templates are implemented by instantiation at compile-time. To instantiate a template, compilers

substitute specific arguments for a template's parameters to generate a concrete function or class

instance. Templates are a powerful tool that can be used for generic programming, template

metaprogramming, and code optimization, but this power implies a cost. Template use may

increase code size, since each template instantiation produces a copy of the template code: one

for each set of template arguments. This is in contrast to run-time generics seen in other

languages (e.g. Java) where at compile-time the type is erased and a single template body is

preserved.

Templates are different from macros: while both of these compile-time language features enable

conditional compilation, templates are not restricted to lexical substitution. Templates are aware

of the semantics and type system of their companion language, as well as all compile-time type

definitions, and can perform high-level operations including programmatic flow control based on

evaluation of strictly type-checked parameters. Macros are capable of conditional control over

compilation based on predetermined criteria, but cannot instantiate new types, recurse, or

perform type evaluation and in effect are limited to pre-compilation text-substitution and text-

inclusion/exclusion. In other words, macros can control compilation flow based on pre-defined

symbols but cannot, unlike templates, independently instantiate new symbols. Templates are a

tool for static polymorphism (see below) and generic programming.

In addition, templates are a compile time mechanism in C++ which is Turing-complete, meaning

that any computation expressible by a computer program can be computed, in some form, by a

template metaprogram prior to runtime.

In summary, a template is a compile-time parameterized function or class written without

knowledge of the specific arguments used to instantiate it. After instantiation the resulting code

is equivalent to code written specifically for the passed arguments. In this manner, templates
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provide a way to decouple generic, broadly-applicable aspects of functions and classes (encoded

in templates) from specific aspects (encoded in template parameters) without sacrificing

performance due to abstraction.

7. Objects

Main article: C++ structures and classes

C++ introduces object-oriented (OO) features to C. It offers classes, which provide the four

features commonly present in OO (and some non-OO) languages: abstraction, encapsulation,

inheritance, and polymorphism. Objects are instances of classes created at runtime. The class can

be thought of as a template from which many different individual objects may be generated as a

program runs.

8. Encapsulation

Encapsulation is the hiding of information. C++ implements encapsulation by allowing all

members of a class to be declared as either public, private, or protected. A public member of the

class is accessible to any function. A private member is accessible only to functions that are

members of that class and to functions and classes explicitly granted access permission by the

class ("friends"). A protected member is accessible to members of classes that inherit from the

class in addition to the class itself and any friends.

The OO principle is that all of the functions (and only the functions) that access the internal

representation of a type should be encapsulated within the type definition. C++ supports this (via

member functions and friend functions), but does not enforce it: the programmer can declare

parts or all of the representation of a type to be public, and is allowed to make public entities that

are not part of the representation of the type. Because of this, C++ supports not just OO

programming, but other weaker decomposition paradigms, like modular programming.
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It is generally considered good practice to make all data private or protected, and to make public

only those functions that are part of a minimal interface for users of the class. This hides all the

details of data implementation, allowing the designer to later fundamentally change the

implementation without changing the interface in any way.

9. Inheritance

Inheritance allows one data type to acquire properties of other data types. Inheritance from a base

class may be declared as public, protected, or private. This access specifier determines whether

unrelated and derived classes can access the inherited public and protected members of the base

class. Only public inheritance corresponds to what is usually meant by "inheritance". The other

two forms are much less frequently used. If the access specifier is omitted, a "class" inherits

privately, while a "struct" inherits publicly. Base classes may be declared as virtual; this is called

virtual inheritance. Virtual inheritance ensures that only one instance of a base class exists in the

inheritance graph, avoiding some of the ambiguity problems of multiple inheritance.

Multiple inheritance is a C++ feature sometimes considered controversial. Multiple inheritance

allows a class to be derived from more than one base class; this can result in a complicated graph

of inheritance relationships. For example, a "Flying Cat" class can inherit from both "Cat" and

"Flying Mammal". Some other languages, such as Java or C#, accomplish something similar

(although more limited) by allowing inheritance of multiple interfaces while restricting the

number of base classes to one (interfaces, unlike classes, provide only declarations of member

functions, no implementation or member data).

10. Parsing and processing C++ source code

It is relatively difficult to write a good C++ parser with classic parsing algorithms such as

LALR(1). This is partly because the C++ grammar is not LALR. Because of this, there are very

few tools for analyzing or performing non-trivial transformations (e.g., refactoring) of existing
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code. One way to handle this difficulty is to choose a different syntax, such as Significantly

Prettier and Easier C++ Syntax, which is LALR(1) parsable. More powerful parsers, such as

GLR parsers, can be substantially simpler (though slower).

Parsing (in the literal sense of producing a syntax tree) is not the most difficult problem in

building a C++ processing tool. Such tools must also have the same understanding of the

meaning of the identifiers in the program as a compiler might have. Practical systems for

processing C++ must then not only parse the source text, but be able to resolve for each identifier

precisely which definition applies (e.g. they must correctly handle C++'s complex scoping rules)

and what its type is, as well as the types of larger expressions.

Finally, a practical C++ processing tool must be able to handle the variety of C++ dialects used

in practice (such as that supported by the GNU Compiler Collection and that of Microsoft's

Visual C++) and implement appropriate analyzers, source code transformers, and regenerate

source text. Combining advanced parsing algorithms such as GLR with symbol table

construction and program transformation machinery can enable the construction of arbitrary C++

tools.

11 Compatibility

Producing a reasonably standards-compliant C++ compiler has proven to be a difficult task for

compiler vendors in general. For many years, different C++ compilers implemented the C++

language to different levels of compliance to the standard, and their implementations varied

widely in some areas such as partial template specialization. Recent releases of most popular

C++ compilers support almost all of the C++ 1998 standard.

One particular point of contention is the export keyword, intended to allow template definitions

to be separated from their declarations. The first compiler to implement export was Comeau

C/C++, in early 2003 (5 years after the release of the standard); in 2004, the beta compiler of

Borland C++ Builder X was also released with export. Both of these compilers are based on the

EDG C++ front end. It should also be noted that many C++ books provide example code using
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the keyword export (for example, Beginning ANSI C++ by Ivor Horton) which will not compile

in most compilers, but there is no reference to the problem with the keyword export mentioned.

Other compilers such as GCC do not support it at all. Herb Sutter, secretary of the C++ standards

committee, recommended that export be removed from future versions of the C++ standard, but

finally the decision was made to retain it.

In order to give compiler vendors greater freedom, the C++ standards committee decided not to

dictate the implementation of name mangling, exception handling, and other implementation-

specific features. The downside of this decision is that object code produced by different

compilers is expected to be incompatible. There are, however, third party standards for particular

machines or operating systems which attempt to standardize compilers on those platforms (for

example C++ ABI); some compilers adopt a secondary standard for these items.

Topic : Intertask Communication

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Static Semantics

 Learn the concept of Inter-process communication

 Learn the concept of Unix domain socket

 Learn the concept of DCOP

 Learn the concept of DCOP Model
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Definition/Overview:

The primary means for intertask communication is provided by calls on entries and protected

subprograms. Calls on protected subprograms allow coordinated access to shared data objects.

Entry calls allow for blocking the caller until a given condition is satisfied (namely, that the

corresponding entry is open), and then communicating data or control information directly with

another task or indirectly via a shared protected object.

Key Points:

1. Static Semantics

Any call on an entry or on a protected subprogram identifies a target object for the operation,

which is either a task (for an entry call) or a protected object (for an entry call or a protected

subprogram call). The target object is considered an implicit parameter to the operation, and is

determined by the operation name (or prefix) used in the call on the operation, as follows:

 If it is a direct_name or expanded name that denotes the declaration (or body) of the

operation, then the target object is implicitly specified to be the current instance of the

task or protected unit immediately enclosing the operation; {internal call} such a call is

defined to be an internal call;

 If it is a selected_component that is not an expanded name, then the target object is

explicitly specified to be the task or protected object denoted by the prefix of the name;

{external call} such a call is defined to be an external call;

Discussion: For example:

protected type Pt is
procedure Op1;
procedure Op2;

end Pt;
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PO : Pt;
Other_Object : Some_Other_Protected_Type;

protected body Pt is
procedure Op1 is begin ... end Op1;

procedure Op2 is
begin

Op1; -- An internal call.
Pt.Op1; -- Another internal call.
PO.Op1; -- An external call. It the current instance is PO, then

-- this is a bounded error.
Other_Object.Some_Op; -- An external call.

end Op2;
end Pt;

 If the name or prefix is a dereference (implicit or explicit) of an access-to-protected-

subprogram value, then the target object is determined by the prefix of the Access

attribute_reference that produced the access value originally, and the call is defined to be

an external call;

 If the name or prefix denotes a subprogram_renaming_declaration, then the target object

is as determined by the name of the renamed entity.

2. Inter-process communication

Inter-Process Communication (IPC) is a set of techniques for the exchange of data among

multiple threads in one or more processes. Processes may be running on one or more computers

connected by a network. IPC techniques are divided into methods for message passing,

synchronization, shared memory, and remote procedure calls (RPC). The method of IPC used

may vary based on the bandwidth and latency of communication between the threads, and the

type of data being communicated. IPC may also be referred to as inter-thread communication

and inter-application communication. IPC, on par with the address space concept, is the

foundation for address space independence/isolation
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3. Unix domain socket

A Unix domain socket or IPC socket (inter-process communication socket) is a data

communications endpoint that is similar to an Internet socket, but does not use a network

protocol for communication. It is used in POSIX operating systems for inter-process

communication. The correct standard POSIX term is POSIX Local IPC Sockets.

Unix domain connections appear as byte streams, much like network connections, but all data

remains within the local computer. UNIX domain sockets use the file system as address name

space, i.e. they are referenced by processes as inodes in the file system. This allows two distinct

processes to open the same socket in order to communicate. However, the actual communication

(the data exchange) does not use the file system, but buffers in kernel memory.

In addition to sending data, processes can send file descriptors across a Unix domain socket

connection using the sendmsg() and recvmsg() system calls.

4. DCOP

DCOP, which stands for Desktop COmmunication Protocol, is a light-weight interprocess and

software componentry communication system. The main point of this system is to allow

applications to interoperate, and to share complex tasks. Essentially, DCOP is a remote control

system, which allows an application or a script to enlist the help of other applications. It is built

on top of the X Window Systems Inter-Client Exchange protocol.

The use of DCOP provides extensive new capabilities, without requiring entirely new

applications to be written, as might otherwise be the case. KDE applications and the KDE

libraries make heavy use of DCOP and most of the KDE applications can be controlled by scripts

via the DCOP mechanism. DCOP was replaced by D-Bus in KDE 4.

In modern KDE systems, every KDE application supports a basic set of DCOP interfaces, even if

the programmer of the application did not explicitly code in such support. For instance, every

application automatically supports the quit command to close the application.
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There is a command-line tool called dcop (note the lower-case letters) that can be used for

communication with the applications from the shell. kdcop is a GUI tool to explore the interfaces

of an application.

For example, the KDE desktop provides a way to display different wallpapers at timed intervals.

However, it does not directly provide an interface for changing to the next wallpaper, if the

current one does not fit your mood. Neither does it provide a way of permanently removing

desktop wallpapers that you decide you do not like, after seeing them as actual wallpaper on your

screen.

5. DCOP Model

The model is simple. Each application using DCOP is a client. They communicate to each other

through a DCOP server, which functions like a traffic director, dispatching messages/calls to the

proper destinations. All clients are peers of each other.

Two types of actions are possible with DCOP: "send and forget" messages, which do not block,

and "calls," which block waiting for some data to be returned.

Any data that will be sent is serialized (also referred to as marshalling in CORBA speak) using

the built-in QDataStream operators available in all of the Qt classes. There is also a simple IDL-

like compiler available (dcopidl and dcopidl2cpp) that generates stubs and skeletons. Using the

dcopidl compiler has the additional benefit of type safety.

D-Bus, a message bus system standardized by freedesktop.org, was heavily influenced by the

DCOP system and replaces DCOP in KDE 4
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Topic : Timing Techniques On Pc Compatibles

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Timing Techniques On Pc Compatibles

 Learn the concept of Compatibility issues

 Learn the concept of Design limitations and more compatibility issues

 Learn the concept of Challenges to Wintel domination

Definition/Overview:

PC compatible computers are those generally similar to the original IBM PC, XT, and AT. Such

computers used to be referred to as PC clones, or IBM clones since they almost exactly

duplicated all the significant features of the PC architecture, facilitated by various manufacturers'

ability to legally reverse engineer the BIOS through clean room design. Columbia Data Products

built the first clone of an IBM personal computer through a clean room implementation of its

BIOS. Many early IBM PC compatibles used the same computer bus as the original PC and AT

models. The IBM AT compatible bus was later named the ISA bus by manufacturers of

compatible computers.

The term "IBM PC compatible" became relegated to historical use with the rise of Windows and

IBM's loss of dominance in the personal computer market.

Descendants of the IBM PC compatibles make up the majority of microcomputers on the market

today, although interoperability with the bus structure and peripherals of the original PC

architecture may be limited or non-existent.
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Key Points:

1. Compatibility issues

At the same time, many manufacturers such as Xerox, HP, Digital, Sanyo, Texas Instruments,

Tulip, Wang and Olivetti introduced personal computers that were MS DOS compatible, but not

completely software- or hardware-compatible with the IBM PC.

Microsoft's intention, and that of the industry from 1981 to as late as the mid-1980s, was that

application writers would write to the APIs in MS-DOS or the firmware BIOS, and that this

would form what would now be called a hardware abstraction layer. Each computer would have

its own OEM version of MS-DOS, customized to its hardware. Any software written for MS-

DOS would run on any MS-DOS computer, despite variations in hardware design. A similar

trend was with the MSX home computer series.

This expectation seemed reasonable in the computer marketplace of the time. Until then

Microsoft was primarily focused on computer languages such as BASIC. The established small

system operating software was CP/M from Digital Research was in use both at the hobbyist level

and at the more professional end of those using microcomputers. To achieve such widespread

use, and thus make the product economically viable, the OS had to operate across a range of

machines from different vendors that had widely varying hardware. Those customers who

needed other applications beyond the starter pack could reasonably expect publishers to offer

their products for a variety of computers, on suitable media for each.

Microsoft's competing OS was initially targeted to run on a similar varied spectrum of hardware,

although all based on the 8086 processor. Thus, MS-DOS was for many years sold only as an
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OEM product. There was no Microsoft-branded MS-DOS: MS-DOS could not be purchased

directly from Microsoft, and each OEM release was packaged with the trade dress of the given

PC vendor. The different versions were in general incompatible with different hardware. Bugs

were to be reported to the OEM, not to Microsoft. However, as clones became widespread, it

soon became clear that the OEM versions of MS-DOS were virtually identical, except perhaps

for the provision of a few utility programs.

MS-DOS provided adequate support for character-oriented applications such as those that could

have been implemented on a text-only terminal. Had the bulk of commercially important

software fallen within these bounds, low-level hardware compatibility might not have mattered.

However, in order to provide maximum performance and leverage hardware features (or work

around hardware bugs), PC applications very quickly evolved beyond the simple terminal

applications that MS-DOS supported directly. Spreadsheets, WYSIWYG word processors,

presentation software and remote communication software established new markets that

exploited the PC's strengths, but required capabilities beyond what MS-DOS provided. Thus,

from very early in the development of the MS-DOS software environment, many significant

commercial software products were written directly to the hardware, for a variety of reasons:

 MS-DOS itself did not provide any way to position the text cursor (except to advance it

after printing each letter). While the BIOS video interface routines were adequate for

rudimentary output, they were inefficient; they did not have "string" output (only output

by individual character) and they inserted delay periods to compensate for CGA hardware

"snow" (a display artifact of CGA cards produced when writing directly to screen

memory)-- an especially bad artifact since they were called via IRQs, thus making

multitasking very difficult. A program that wrote directly to video memory could achieve

output rates 5 to 20 times faster than making standard calls to the BIOS and MS-DOS.

Turbo Pascal used this technique from its earliest incarnations.

 Graphics capability was not taken seriously in the original IBM design brief; it was

considered to be an exotic or novelty function. MS-DOS did not have an API for

graphics, and the BIOS only included the most rudimentary of graphics functions (such

as changing screen modes and plotting single points). To make a BIOS call for every

point drawn or modified also increased overhead considerably, making the BIOS
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interface notoriously slow. Because of this, line-drawing, arc-drawing, and blitting had to

be performed by the application to achieve acceptable speed, which was usually done by

bypassing the BIOS and accessing video memory directly.

 Games, even early ones, mostly required a true graphics mode. They also performed any

machine-dependent trick the programmers could think of in order to gain speed. Though

initially the major market for the PC was for business applications, games capability

became an important factor in driving PC purchases as prices fell.

 Communications software directly accessed the UART chip, because the MS-DOS API

and the BIOS did not provide full support for the chip's capabilities and was far too slow

to keep up with hardware which could transfer data at 19200 baud.

 Even for standard business applications, speed of execution was a significant competitive

advantage. This was shown dramatically by Lotus 1-2-3's competitive knockout of rival

Context MBA in the then-popular genre of integrated software. Context MBA, now

almost forgotten, preceded Lotus to market and included more functions; it was written in

standard Pascal, making it highly portable but, given the compilers of the day, too slow to

be truly usable on a PC. Lotus was written in pure assembly language and performed

some machine-dependent tricks. It was so much faster that Context MBA was dead as

soon as Lotus arrived.

 Disk copy-protection schemes, in common use at the time, worked by reading

nonstandard data patterns on the diskette to verify originality. These patterns were

difficult or impossible to detect using standard DOS or BIOS calls, so direct access to the

disk controller hardware was necessary for the protection to work.

PC compatibility was an important concern. Even the Commodore Amiga had a PC compatible

add-on module, the Sidecar.

At first, few "compatibles" other than Compaq's offered compatibility beyond the DOS/BIOS

level. Reviewers and users developed suites of programs to test compatibility; the ability to run

Lotus 1-2-3 or Microsoft Flight Simulator became one of the most significant "stress tests".

Vendors gradually learned not only how to emulate the IBM BIOS but also where to use

identical hardware chips to perform key functions within the system. Eventually, the Phoenix

BIOS and similar commercially-available products permitted computer makers to build
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essentially 100%-compatible clones without having to reverse-engineer the IBM PC BIOS

themselves.

Over time, IBM damaged its own market by itself failing to appreciate the importance of "IBM

compatibility", introducing products such as the IBM Portable (which underperformed and selled

les than the earlier Compaq Portable) and the PCjr, which had significant incompatibilities with

the original PC and was quickly discontinued. By the mid to late 1980s buyers began to regard

PCs as commodity items, and doubted that the security blanket of the IBM brand warranted the

price difference. Meanwhile, MS-DOS-compatible (but not hardware-compatible) systems did

not succeed in the marketplace. Being unable to run off-the-shelf high-performance software

packages that the IBM PC and true compatibles could made for poor sales and the eventual

extinction of this category of systems. Because of hardware incompatibility with the IBM PC

design, the 80186 processor released only a year after the IBM PC was never popular in general-

purpose personal computers.

2. Design limitations and more compatibility issues

Although the IBM PC was designed for expandability, the designers could not anticipate the

hardware developments of the '80s. To make things worse, IBM's choice of the Intel 8088 for the

CPU introduced several limitations which were hurdles for developing software for the PC

compatible platform. For example, the 8088 processor only had a 20-bit memory addressing

space. To expand PCs beyond one megabyte, Lotus, Intel, and Microsoft jointly created

expanded memory (EMS), a bank-switching scheme to allow more memory provided by add-in

hardware, and seen through a set of four 16-Kilobyte "windows" inside the 20-bit addressing.

Later, Intel CPUs had larger address spaces and could directly address 16- MiBs (80286) or

more, leading Microsoft to develop extended memory (XMS) which did not require additional

hardware.

Expanded and extended memory have incompatible interfaces, so anyone writing software that

used more than one megabyte had to support both systems for the greatest compatibility until

MS-DOS began including EMM386, which simulated EMS memory using XMS memory. A
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protected mode OS can also be written for the 80286, but DOS application compatibility was

harder than expected, not only because most DOS application directly accessed the hardware, but

also that most BIOS requests were made via IRQs, hindering multitasking and programmer's

predictions of speed.

Video cards suffered from their own incompatibilities. Once video cards advanced to SVGA the

standard for accessing them was no longer clear. At the time, PC programming used a memory

model that had 64 KB memory segments. The most common VGA graphics mode's screen

memory fitted into a single memory segment. SVGA modes required more memory, so

accessing the full screen memory was tricky. Each manufacturer developed their own ways of

accessing the screen memory, even going so far as not to number the modes consistently. An

attempt at creating a standard called VBE was made, but not all manufacturers adhered to it.

Because of the wide number of third-party adapters and no standard for them, programming the

PC could be difficult. Professional developers would run a large test-suite of various hardware

combinations. Even the PC itself had no clear application interface to the flat memory model the

386 and higher could provide in protected mode.

When the 386 arrived, again a protected mode OS could be written for it. This time, DOS

compatibility was much easier because of virtual 8086 mode. Unfortunately programs could not

switch directly between them, so eventually, some new memory-model APIs were developed,

VCPI and DPMI, the latter becoming the most popular.

Meanwhile, consumers were overwhelmed by the many different combinations of hardware on

offer. To give them some idea of what sort of PC they would need to run their software, the

Multimedia PC (MPC) standard was set in 1990. A PC that met the minimum MPC standard

could be considered, and marketed as, an MPC. Software that could run on the most minimal

MPC-compliant PC would be guaranteed to run on any MPC. The MPC level 2 and MPC level 3

standards were later set, but the term "MPC compliant" never caught on. After MPC level 3 in

1996, no further MPC standards were established.
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3. Challenges to Wintel domination

The success of Microsoft Windows had driven nearly all other rival commercial operating

systems into near-extinction, and had ensured that the IBM PC compatible computer was the

dominant computing platform. This meant that if a manufacturer only made their software for the

Wintel platform, they would be able to reach out to the vast majority of computer users. By the

late 1980s, the only major competitor to Windows with more than a few percentage points of

market share was Apple Inc.'s Macintosh. The Mac started out billed as "the computer for the

rest of us" but the DOS/Windows/Intel onslaught quickly drove the Macintosh into an education

and desktop publishing niche, from which it has only recently begun to emerge. By the mid

1990s Mac marketshare had dwindled to around 5% and introducing a new rival operating

system had become too risky a commercial venture. Experience had shown that even if an

operating system was technically superior to Windows, it would be a failure in the marketplace

(BeOS and OS/2 for example). In 1989 Steve Jobs said of his new NeXT platform, "It will either

be the last new hardware platform to succeed, or the first to fail." In 1993 NeXT announced it

was ending production of the NeXTcube and porting NeXTSTEP to Intel processors. In 1997,

NeXT was acquired by Apple, which then introduced the iMac in 1998, and afterwards the Mac

continues to regain marketshare, which is still happening today.

On the hardware front, Intel initially licensed their technology so that other manufacturers could

make x86 CPUs. As the "Wintel" platform gained dominance Intel abandoned this practice.

Companies such as AMD and Cyrix developed alternative CPUs that were functionally

compatible with Intel's. Towards the end of the 1990s, AMD was taking an increasing share of

the CPU market for PCs. AMD even ended up playing a significant role in directing the

evolution of the x86 platform when its Athlon line of processors continued to develop the classic

x86 architecture as Intel deviated with its "Netburst" architecture for the Pentium 4 CPUs and the

IA-64 architecture for the Itanium line of server CPUs. AMD developed the first 64 bit extension

of the x86 architecture that forced Intel to make a clean-room version of it, in all its latest CPUs.

In 2006 Intel began abandoning Netburst with the release of their line of "Core" processors that

represented an evolution of the earlier Pentium III.
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In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Multitasking: Performance In The Real World

A Character-Based Operator Interface

Graphical Operator Interfaces

Topic : Multitasking: Performance In The Real World

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Multitasking: Performance

 Learn the concept of Multiprogramming

 Learn the concept of Cooperative multitasking/time-sharing

 Learn the concept of Preemptive multitasking/time-sharing

 Learn the concept of Real time

 Learn the concept of Multithreading

 Learn the concept of Memory protection

Definition/Overview:

In computing, multitasking is a method by which multiple tasks, also known as processes, share

common processing resources such as a CPU. In the case of a computer with a single CPU, only

one task is said to be running at any point in time, meaning that the CPU is actively executing

instructions for that task. Multitasking solves the problem by scheduling which task may be the

one running at any given time, and when another waiting task gets a turn. The act of reassigning

a CPU from one task to another one is called a context switch. When context switches occur

frequently enough the illusion of parallelism is achieved. Even on computers with more than one
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CPU (called multiprocessor machines), multitasking allows many more tasks to be run than there

are CPUs.

Operating systems may adopt one of many different scheduling strategies, which generally fall

into the following categories:

 In multiprogramming systems, the running task keeps running until it performs an

operation that requires waiting for an external event (e.g. reading from a tape) or until the

computer's scheduler forcibly swaps the running task out of the CPU. Multiprogramming

systems are designed to maximize CPU usage.

 In time-sharing systems, the running task is required to relinquish the CPU, either

voluntarily or by an external event such as a hardware interrupt. Time sharing systems

are designed to allow several programs to execute apparently simultaneously.

 In real-time systems, some waiting tasks are guaranteed to be given the CPU when an

external event occurs. Real time systems are designed to control mechanical devices such

as industrial robots, which require timely processing.

The term time-sharing is no longer commonly used, having been replaced by simply

multitasking.

Key Points:

1. Multiprogramming

In the early days of computing, CPU time was expensive, and peripherals were very slow. When

the computer ran a program that needed access to a peripheral, the CPU would have to stop

executing program instructions while the peripheral processed the data. This was deemed very

inefficient.

The first efforts to create multiprogramming systems took place in the 1960s. Several different

programs in batch were loaded in the computer memory, and the first one began to run. When

the first program reached an instruction waiting for a peripheral, the context of this program was
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stored away, and the second program in memory was given a chance to run. The process

continued until all programs finished running.

Multiprogramming doesn't give any guarantee that a program will run in a timely manner.

Indeed, the very first program may very well run for hours without needing access to a

peripheral. As there were no users waiting at an interactive terminal, this was no problem: users

handed a deck of punched cards to an operator, and came back a few hours later for printed

results. Multiprogramming greatly reduced the waiting.

The early OS/360 primary control program (PCP) followed the above model but was replaced

the very next year, 1967, by MFT which limited the amount of CPU time any single process

could consume before being switched out.

2. Cooperative multitasking/time-sharing

When computer usage evolved from batch mode to interactive mode, multiprogramming was no

longer a suitable approach. Each user wanted to see his program running as if it was the only

program in the computer. The use of time sharing made this possible, with the qualification that

the computer would not seem as fast to any one user as it really would be if it were running only

that user's program.

Early multitasking systems consisted of suites of related applications that voluntarily ceded time

to each other. This approach, which was eventually supported by many computer operating

systems, is today known as cooperative multitasking. Although it is rarely used in larger systems,

Microsoft Windows prior to Windows 95 and Windows NT, and Mac OS prior to Mac OS X

both used cooperative multitasking to enable the running of multiple applications

simultaneously. Windows 9x also used cooperative multitasking, but only for 16-bit legacy

applications, much the same way as pre-Leopard PowerPC versions of Mac OS X used it for

Classic applications. Cooperative multitasking is still used today on RISC OS systems.
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Because a cooperatively multitasked system relies on each process to regularly give time to other

processes on the system, one poorly designed program can cause the whole system to hang.

3. Preemptive multitasking/time-sharing

Preemptive multitasking allows the computer system to more reliably guarantee each process a

regular "slice" of operating time. It also allows the system to rapidly deal with important external

events like incoming data, which might require the immediate attention of one or another

process.

Operating systems were developed to take advantage of these hardware capabilities and run

multiple processes preemptively. For example, preemptive multitasking was implemented in the

earliest version of Unix in 1969, and is standard in Unix and Unix-like operating systems,

including Linux, Solaris and BSD with its derivatives.

At any specific time, processes can be grouped into two categories: those that are waiting for

input or output (called "I/O bound"), and those that are fully utilizing the CPU ("CPU bound").

In primitive systems, the software would often "poll", or "busywait" while waiting for requested

input (such as disk, keyboard or network input). During this time, the system was not performing

useful work. With the advent of interrupts and preemptive multitasking, I/O bound processes

could be "blocked", or put on hold, pending the arrival of the necessary data, allowing other

processes to utilize the CPU. As the arrival of the requested data would generate an interrupt,

blocked processes could be guaranteed a timely return to execution.

The earliest preemptive multitasking OS available to home users was Sinclair QDOS on the

Sinclair QL released in 1984. Preemptive multitasking was later adopted on the Apple Macintosh

by Mac OS 9.x as an additional API, i.e. the application could be programmed to use the

preemptive or co-operative model, and all legacy applications were multitasked cooperatively

within a single process. Mac OS X, being a Unix-like system, uses preemptive multitasking for

all native applications, although Classic applications may be multitasked cooperatively as they

run in fact under Mac OS 9 running as OS X process.
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A similar model is used in Windows 9x and Windows NT family, where native 32-bit

applications are multitasked preemptively, and legacy 16-bit Windows 3.x are multitasked

cooperatively within a single process, although in the NT family it is possible to force 16-bit

application to run as a separate preemptively multitasked process. 64-bit editions of Windows,

both for the x86-64 and Itanium architectures no longer provide support for legacy 16-bit

applications, and thus provide preemptive multitasking for all supported applications.

4. Real time

Another reason for multitasking was in the design of real-time computing systems, where there

are a number of possibly unrelated external activities needed to be controlled by a single

processor system. In such systems a hierarchical interrupt system was coupled with process

prioritization to ensure that key activities were given a greater share of available process time.

5. Multithreading

As multitasking greatly improved the throughput of computers, programmers started to

implement applications as sets of cooperating processes (e.g. one process gathering input data,

one process processing input data, one process writing out results on disk.) This, however,

required some tools to allow processes to efficiently exchange data.

Threads were born from the idea that the most efficient way for cooperating processes to

exchange data would be to share their entire memory space. Thus, threads are basically processes

that run in the same memory context. Threads are described as lightweight because switching

between threads does not involve changing the memory context.

While threads are scheduled preemptively, some operating systems provide a variant to threads,

named fibers, that are scheduled cooperatively. On operating systems that do not provide fibers,

an application may implement its own fibers using repeated calls to worker functions. Fibers are
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even more lightweight than threads, and somewhat easier to program with, although they tend to

lose some or all of the benefits of threads on machines with multiple processors.

Some systems directly support multithreading in hardware.

6. Memory protection

When multiple programs are present in memory, an ill-behaved program may (inadvertently or

deliberately) overwrite memory belonging to another program, or even to the operating system

itself.

The operating system therefore restricts the memory accessible to the running program. A

program trying to access memory outside its allowed range is immediately stopped before it can

change memory belonging to another process.

Another key innovation was the idea of privilege levels. Low privilege tasks are not allowed

some kinds of memory access and are not allowed to perform certain instructions. When a task

tries to perform a privileged operation a trap occurs and a supervisory program running at a

higher level is allowed to decide how to respond. This created the possibility of virtualizing the

entire system, including virtual peripheral devices. Such a simulation is called a virtual machine

operating system. Early virtual machine systems did not have virtual memory, but both are

common today.

7. Memory swapping

Use of a swap file or swap partition is a way for the operating system to provide more memory

than is physically available by keeping portions of the primary memory in secondary storage.

While multitasking and memory swapping are two completely unrelated techniques, they are

very often used together, as swapping memory allows more tasks to be loaded at the same time.
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Typically, a multitasking system allows another process to run when the running process hits a

point where it has to wait for some portion of memory to be reloaded from secondary storage.

8. Programming in a multitasking environment

Processes that are entirely independent are not much trouble to program. Most of the complexity

in multitasking systems comes from the need to share computer resources between tasks and to

synchronize the operation of co-operating tasks. Various concurrent computing techniques are

used to avoid potential problems caused by multiple tasks attempting to access the same

resource.

Bigger computer systems were sometimes built with a central processor(s) and some number of

I/O processors, a kind of asymmetric multi-processing.

Over the years, multitasking systems have been refined. Modern operating systems generally

include detailed mechanisms for prioritizing processes, while symmetric multiprocessing has

introduced new complexities and capabilities.

Topic : A Character-Based Operator Interface

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Character-Based Operator Interface

 Learn the concept of Usability

 Learn the concept of Graphical user interface

 Learn the concept of Precursors

 Learn the concept of PARC User Interface
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 Learn the concept of User interface and interaction design

Definition/Overview:

The Operator interface is the aggregate of means by which peoplethe usersinteract with the

systema particular machine, device, computer program or other complex tool. The user interface

provides means of:

 Input, allowing the users to manipulate a system

 Output, allowing the system to indicate the effects of the users' manipulation.

Key Points:

1. Overview

To work with a system, users have to be able to control the system and assess the state of the

system. For example, when driving an automobile, the driver uses the steering wheel to control

the direction of the vehicle, and the accelerator pedal, brake pedal and gearstick to control the

speed of the vehicle. The driver perceives the position of the vehicle by looking through the

windscreen and exact speed of the vehicle by reading the speedometer. The user interface of the

automobile is on the whole composed of the instruments the driver can use to accomplish the

tasks of driving and maintaining the automobile.

The term user interface is often used in the context of computer systems and electronic devices.

The user interface of a mechanical system, a vehicle or an industrial installation is sometimes

referred to as the Human-Machine Interface (HMI). HMI is a modification of the original term

MMI (Man-Machine Interface). In practice, the abbreviation MMI is still frequently used
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although some may claim that MMI stands for something different now. Another abbreviation is

HCI, but is more commonly used for Human-computer interaction than Human-computer

interface. Other terms used are Operator Interface Console (OIC) and Operator Interface

Terminal (OIT).

However it is abbreviated, the terms refer to the 'layer' that separates a human that is operating a

machine from the machine itself.

In science fiction, HMI is sometimes used to refer to what is better described as direct neural

interface. However, this latter usage is seeing increasing application in the real-life use of

(medical) prosthesesthe artificial extension that replaces a missing body part (e.g., cochlear

implants).

The system may expose several user interfaces to serve different kinds of users. For example, a

computerized library database might provide two user interfaces, one for library patrons (limited

set of functions, optimized for ease of use) and the other for library personnel (wide set of

functions, optimized for efficiency).

In some circumstance computers might observe the user, and react according to their actions

without specific commands. A means of tracking parts of the body is required, and sensors

noting the position of the head, direction of gaze and so on have been used experimentally. This

is particularly relevant to immersive interfaces.

2. Usability

The design of a user interface affects the amount of effort the user must expend to provide input

for the system and to interpret the output of the system, and how much effort it takes to Learn

how to do this. Usability is the degree to which the design of a particular user interface takes into

account the human psychology and physiology of the users, and makes the process of using the

system effective, efficient and satisfying.
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Usability is mainly a characteristic of the user interface, but is also associated with the

functionalities of the product and the process to design it. It describes how well a product can be

used for its intended purpose by its target users with efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction,

also taking into account the requirements from its context of use.

3. Graphical user interface

A graphical user interface is a type of user interface which allows people to interact with

electronic devices such as computers; hand-held devices such as MP3 Players, Portable Media

Players or Gaming devices; household appliances and office equipment. A GUI offers graphical

icons, and visual indicators, as opposed to text-based interfaces, typed command labels or text

navigation to fully represent the information and actions available to a user. The actions are

usually performed through direct manipulation of the graphical elements.

The term GUI is historically restricted to the scope of two-dimensional display screens with

display resolutions capable of describing generic information, in the tradition of the computer

science research at Palo Alto Research Center (PARC). The term GUI earlier might have been

applicable to other high-resolution types of interfaces that are non-generic, such as videogames,

or not restricted to flat screens, like volumetric displays.

4. Precursors

The precursor to GUIs was invented by researchers at the Stanford Research Institute, led by

Douglas Engelbart. They developed the use of text-based hyperlinks manipulated with a mouse

for the On-Line System. The concept of hyperlinks was further refined and extended to graphics

by researchers at Xerox PARC, who went beyond text-based hyperlinks and used a GUI as the

primary interface for the Xerox Alto computer. Most modern general-purpose GUIs are derived
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from this system. As a result, some people call this class of interface a PARC User Interface

(PUI) (note that PUI is also an acronym for perceptual user interface).

Ivan Sutherland developed a pointer-based system called Sketchpad in 1963. It used a light-pen

to guide the creation and manipulation of objects in engineering drawings.

5. PARC User Interface

The PARC User Interface consisted of graphical elements such as windows, menus, radio

buttons, check boxes and icons. The PARC User Interface employs a pointing device in addition

to a keyboard. These aspects can be emphasized by using the alternative acronym WIMP, which

stands for Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointing device.

6. Evolution

Following PARC the first GUI-centric computer operating model was the Xerox 8010 Star

Information System in 1981 followed by the Apple Lisa (which presented concept of menu bar

as well as window controls), in 1982 and the Atari ST and Commodore Amiga in 1985.

The GUIs familiar to most people today are Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, and the X Window

System interfaces. Apple, IBM and Microsoft used many of Xerox's ideas to develop products,

and IBMs Common User Access specifications formed the basis of the user interface found in

Microsoft Windows, IBM OS/2 Presentation Manager, and the Unix Motif toolkit and window

manager. These ideas evolved to create the interface found in current versions of Microsoft

Windows, as well as in Mac OS X and various desktop environments for Unix-like operating

systems, such as Linux. Thus most current GUIs have largely common idioms.
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7. User interface and interaction design

Designing the visual composition and temporal behavior of GUI is an important part of software

application programming. Its goal is to enhance the efficiency and ease of use for the underlying

logical design of a stored program, a design discipline known as usability. Techniques of user-

centered design are used to ensure that the visual language introduced in the design is well

tailored to the tasks it must perform.

Typically, the user interacts with information by manipulating visual widgets that allow for

interactions appropriate to the kind of data they hold. The widgets of a well-designed interface

are selected to support the actions necessary to achieve the goals of the user. A Model-view-

controller allows for a flexible structure in which the interface is independent from and indirectly

linked to application functionality, so the GUI can be easily customized. This allows the user to

select or design a different skin at will, and eases the designer's work to change the interface as

the user needs evolve. Nevertheless, good user interface design relates to the user, not the system

architecture.

The visible graphical interface features of an application are sometimes referred to as "chrome".

Larger widgets, such as windows, usually provide a frame or container for the main presentation

content such as a web page, email message or drawing. Smaller ones usually act as a user-input

tool.

8. Technologies

The use of three-dimensional graphics has become increasingly common in mainstream

operating systems, but mainly been confined to creating attractive interfaceseye candyrather than

for functional purposes only possible using three dimensions. For example, user switching is

represented by rotating a cube whose faces are each user's workspace, and window management

is represented in the form of Expos on Mac OS X, or via a Rolodex-style flipping mechanism in

Windows Vista (see Windows Flip 3D). In both cases, the operating system transforms windows

on-the-fly while continuing to update the content of those windows.
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Interfaces for the X Window System have also implemented advanced three-dimensional user

interfaces through compositing window managers such as Beryl and Compiz using the AIGLX

or XGL architectures, allowing for the usage of OpenGL to animate the user's interactions with

the desktop.

Another branch in the three-dimensional desktop environment is the three-dimensional GUIs that

take the desktop metaphor a step further, like the BumpTop, where a user can manipulate

documents and windows as if they were "real world" documents, with realistic movement and

physics.

The Zooming User Interface (ZUI) is a related technology that promises to deliver the

representation benefits of 3D environments without their usability drawbacks of orientation

problems and hidden objects. It is a logical advancement on the GUI, blending some three-

dimensional movement with two-dimensional or "2.5D" vector objects.

Topic : Graphical Operator Interfaces

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Graphical Operator Interfaces

 Learn the concept of Command-line interfaces

 Learn the concept of Text user interfaces

 Learn the concept of Three-dimensional user interfaces

 Learn the concept of Motivation

 Learn the concept of Scheduling
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Definition/Overview:

A graphical Operator interface is a type of user interface which allows people to interact with

electronic devices such as computers; hand-held devices such as MP3 Players, Portable Media

Players or Gaming devices; household appliances and office equipment. A GUI offers graphical

icons, and visual indicators, as opposed to text-based interfaces, typed command labels or text

navigation to fully represent the information and actions available to a user. The actions are

usually performed through direct manipulation of the graphical elements.

The term GUI is historically restricted to the scope of two-dimensional display screens with

display resolutions capable of describing generic information, in the tradition of the computer

science research at Palo Alto Research Center (PARC). The term GUI earlier might have been

applicable to other high-resolution types of interfaces that are non-generic, such as videogames,

or not restricted to flat screens, like volumetric displays.

Key Points:

1. Command-line interfaces

Graphical User Interfaces were introduced in reaction to the steep learning curve of command-

line interfaces (CLI), which require commands to be typed on the keyboard. Since the commands

available in command line interfaces can be numerous, complicated operations can be completed

using a short sequence of words and symbols. This allows for greater efficiency and productivity

once many commands are learned, but reaching this level takes some time because the command

words are not easily discoverable and not mnemonic. WIMPs ("window, icon, menu, pointing
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device"), on the other hand, present the user with numerous widgets that represent and can

trigger some of the system's available commands.

WIMPs extensively use modes as the meaning of all keys and clicks on specific positions on the

screen are redefined all the time. Command line interfaces use modes only in limited forms, such

as the current directory and environment variables.

Most modern operating systems provide both a Graphical User Interface and some level of a

CLI, although the Graphical User Interfaces usually receive more attention. The Graphical User

Interface is usually WIMP-based, although occasionally other metaphors surface, such as those

used in Microsoft Bob, 3dwm or File System Visualizer (FSV).

Applications may also provide both interfaces, and when they do the Graphical User Interface is

usually a WIMP wrapper around the command-line version. This is especially common with

applications designed for Unix-like operating systems. The latter used to be implemented first

because it allowed the developers to focus exclusively on their product's functionality without

bothering about interface details such as designing icons and placing buttons. Designing

programs this way also allows users to run the program non-interactively, such as in a shell

script.

2. Text user interfaces

Text user interfaces (TUI) share with GUIs their use of the entire screen area and exposure of

available commands through widgets like form entry and menus. However, TUIs only use text

and symbols available on a typical text terminal, while GUIs typically use high resolution

graphics modes. This allows the GUI to present more detailed information and fine-grained

direct manipulation.
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3. Three-dimensional user interfaces

For typical computer displays, three-dimensional are a misnomertheir displays are two-

dimensional. Three-dimensional images are projected on them in two dimensions. Since this

technique has been in use for many years, the recent use of the term three-dimensional must be

considered a declaration by equipment marketers that the speed of three dimensions to two

dimension projection is adequate to use in standard GUIs.

4. Motivation

Three-dimensional GUIs are quite common in science fiction literature and movies, such as in

Jurassic Park, which features Silicon Graphics' three-dimensional file manager, "File system

navigator", an actual file manager that never got much widespread use as the user interface for a

Unix computer. In fiction, three-dimensional user interfaces are often immersible environments

like William Gibson's Cyberspace or Neal Stephenson's Metaverse.

Three-dimensional graphics are currently mostly used in computer games, art and computer-

aided design (CAD). There have been several attempts at making three-dimensional desktop

environments like Sun's Project Looking Glass or SphereXP from Sphere Inc. A three-

dimensional computing environment could possibly be used for collaborative work. For

example, scientists could study three-dimensional models of molecules in a virtual reality

environment, or engineers could work on assembling a three-dimensional model of an airplane.

This is a goal of the Croquet project and Project Looking Glass.
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5. Scheduling

In typical designs, a task has three states: 1) running, 2) ready, 3) blocked. Most tasks are

blocked, most of the time. Only one task per CPU is running. In simpler systems, the ready list is

usually short, two or three tasks at most.

The real key is designing the scheduler. Usually the data structure of the ready list in the

scheduler is designed to minimize the worst-case length of time spent in the scheduler's critical

section, during which preemption is inhibited, and, in some cases, all interrupts are disabled. But,

the choice of data structure depends also on the maximum number of tasks that can be on the

ready list.

If there are never more than a few tasks on the ready list, then a simple unsorted bidirectional

linked list of ready tasks is likely optimal. If the ready list usually contains only a few tasks but

occasionally contains more, then the list should be sorted by priority, so that finding the highest

priority task to run does not require iterating through the entire list. Inserting a task then requires

walking the ready list until reaching either the end of the list, or a task of lower priority than that

of the task being inserted. Care must be taken not to inhibit preemption during this entire search;

the otherwise-long critical section should probably be divided into small pieces, so that if, during

the insertion of a low priority task, an interrupt occurs that makes a high priority task ready, that

high priority task can be inserted and run immediately (before the low priority task is inserted).

The critical response time, sometimes called the flyback time, is the time it takes to queue a new

ready task and restore the state of the highest priority task. In a well-designed RTOS, readying a

new task will take 3-20 instructions per ready queue entry, and restoration of the highest-priority

ready task will take 5-30 instructions. On a 20MHz 68000 processor, task switch times run about

20 microseconds with two tasks ready. 100 MHz ARM CPUs switch in a few microseconds.

In more advanced real-time systems, real-time tasks share computing resources with many non-

real-time tasks, and the ready list can be arbitrarily long. In such systems, a scheduler ready list

implemented as a linked list would be inadequate.
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General-purpose operating systems usually do not allow user programs to mask (disable)

interrupts, because the user program could control the CPU for as long as it wished. Modern

CPUs make the interrupt disable control bit (or instruction) inaccessible in user mode to allow

operating systems to prevent user tasks from doing this. Many embedded systems and RTOSs,

however, allow the application itself to run in kernel mode for greater system call efficiency and

also to permit the application to have greater control of the operating environment without

requiring OS intervention.

On single-processor systems, if the application runs in kernel mode and can mask interrupts,

often that is the best (lowest overhead) solution to preventing simultaneous access to a shared

resource. While interrupts are masked, the current task has exclusive use of the CPU; no other

task or interrupt can take control, so the critical section is effectively protected. When the task

exits its critical section, it must unmask interrupts; pending interrupts, if any, will then execute.

Temporarily masking interrupts should only be done when the longest path through the critical

section is shorter than the desired maximum interrupt latency, or else this method will increase

the system's maximum interrupt latency. Typically this method of protection is used only when

the critical section is just a few source code lines long and contains no loops. This method is

ideal for protecting hardware bitmapped registers when the bits are controlled by different tasks.

When the critical section is longer than a few source code lines or involves lengthy looping, an

embedded/real-time programmer must resort to using mechanisms identical or similar to those

available on general-purpose operating systems, such as semaphores and OS-supervised

interprocess messaging. Such mechanisms involve system calls, and usually invoke the OS's

dispatcher code on exit, so they can take many hundreds of CPU instructions to execute, while

masking interrupts may take as few as three instructions on some processors. But for longer

critical sections, there may be no choice; interrupts cannot be masked for long periods without

increasing the system's interrupt latency.

A binary semaphore is either locked or unlocked. When it is locked, a queue of tasks can wait for

the semaphore. Typically a task can set a timeout on its wait for a semaphore. Problems with

semaphore based designs are well known: priority inversion and deadlocks.
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In priority inversion, a high priority task waits because a low priority task has a semaphore. A

typical solution is to have the task that has a semaphore run at (inherit) the priority of the highest

waiting task. But this simplistic approach fails when there are multiple levels of waiting (A waits

for a binary semaphore locked by B, which waits for a binary semaphore locked by C). Handling

multiple levels of inheritance without introducing instability in cycles is not straightforward.

In a deadlock, two or more tasks lock a number of binary semaphores and then wait forever (no

timeout) for other binary semaphores, creating a cyclic dependency graph. The simplest deadlock

scenario occurs when two tasks lock two semaphores in lockstep, but in the opposite order.

Deadlock is usually prevented by careful design, or by having floored semaphores (which pass

control of a semaphore to the higher priority task on defined conditions).

The other approach to resource sharing is for tasks to send messages. In this paradigm, the

resource is managed directly by only one task; when another task wants to interrogate or

manipulate the resource, it sends a message to the managing task. This paradigm suffers from

similar problems as binary semaphores: Priority inversion occurs when a task is working on a

low-priority message, and ignores a higher-priority message (or a message originating indirectly

from a high priority task) in its in-box. Protocol deadlocks occur when two or more tasks wait for

each other to send response messages.

Although their real-time behavior is less crisp than semaphore systems, simple message-based

systems usually do not have protocol deadlock hazards, and are generally better-behaved than

semaphore systems.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Distributed Control I: Net Basics

Distributed Control Ii: A Mechatronics Control Application Layer

Java For Control System Software
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Topic : Distributed Control I: Net Basics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Distributed Control I: Net Basics

 Learn the concept of The Network Centric Era of the 1980s

 Learn the concept of User Datagram Protocol

 Learn the concept of Ports

 Learn the concept of Packet structure

Definition/Overview:

A distributed control system (DCS) refers to a control system usually of a manufacturing system,

process or any kind of dynamic system, in which the controller elements are not central in

location (like the brain) but are distributed throughout the system with each component sub-

system controlled by one or more controllers. The entire system of controllers are connected by

networks for communication and monitoring
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Key Points:

1. Elements

A DCS typically uses custom designed processors as controllers and uses both proprietary

interconnections and Communications protocol for communication. Input & output modules

form component parts of the DCS. The processor receives information from input modules and

sends information to output modules. The input modules receive information from input

instruments in the process (a.k.a. field) and transmit instructions to the output instruments in the

field. Computer buses or electrical buses connect the processor and modules through multiplexer

or demultiplexers. Buses also connect the distributed controllers with the central controller and

finally to the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) or control consoles. See Process Automation

System.

Elements of a distributed control system may directly connect to physical equipment such as

switches, pumps and valves or may work through an intermediate system such as a SCADA

system.

2. Applications

Distributed Control Systems (DCSs) are dedicated systems used to control manufacturing

processes that are continuous or batch-oriented, such as oil refining, petrochemicals, central

station power generation, pharmaceuticals, food & beverage manufacturing, cement production,

steelmaking, and papermaking. DCSs are connected to sensors and actuators and use setpoint

control to control the flow of material through the plant. The most common example is a setpoint

control loop consisting of a pressure sensor, controller, and control valve. Pressure or flow

measurements are transmitted to the controller, usually through the aid of a signal conditioning

Input/Output (I/O) device. When the measured variable reaches a certain point, the controller

instructs a valve or actuation device to open or close until the fluidic flow process reaches the

desired setpoint. Large oil refineries have many thousands of I/O points and employ very large

DCSs. Processes are not limited to fluidic flow through pipes, however, and can also include
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things like paper machines and their associated variable speed drives and motor control centers,

cement kilns, mining operations, ore processing facilities, and many others.

A typical DCS consists of functionally and/or geographically distributed digital controllers

capable of executing from 1 to 256 or more regulatory control loops in one control box. The

input/output devices (I/O) can be integral with the controller or located remotely via a field

network. Todays controllers have extensive computational capabilities and, in addition to

proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) control, can generally perform logic and sequential

control.

DCSs may employ one or several workstations and can be configured at the workstation or by an

off-line personal computer. Local communication is handled by a control network with

transmission over twisted pair, coaxial, or fiber optic cable. A server and/or applications

processor may be included in the system for extra computational, data collection, and reporting

capability.

3. The Network Centric Era of the 1980s

The DCS brought distributed intelligence to the plant and established the presence of computers

and microprocessors in process control, but it still did not provide the reach and openness

necessary to unify plant resource requirements. In many cases, the DCS was merely a digital

replacement of the same functionality provided by analog controllers and a panelboard display.

This was embodied in The Purdue Reference Model (PRM) that was developed to define

Manufacturing Operations Management relationships. PRM later formed the basis for ISA95

standards activities today.

In the 1980s, users began to look at DCSs as more than just basic process control. A very early

example of a Direct Digital Control DCS was completed by the Australian business Midac in

1981-1982 using R-Tec Australian designed hardware. The system installed at the University of

Melbourne used a serial communications network, connecting campus buildings back to a

control room "front end". Each remote unit ran 2 Z80 microprocessors whilst the front end ran
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11 in a Parallel Processing configuration with paged common memory to share tasks and could

run up to 20,000 concurrent controls objects.

It was believed that if openness could be achieved and greater amounts of data could be shared

throughout the enterprise that even greater things could be achieved. The first attempts to

increase the openness of DCSs resulted in the adoption of the predominant operating system of

the day: UNIX. UNIX and its companion networking technology TCP-IP were developed by the

Department of Defense for openness, which was precisely the issue the process industries were

looking to resolve.

As a result suppliers also began to adopt Ethernet-based networks with their own proprietary

protocol layers. The full TCP/IP standard was not implemented, but the use of Ethernet made it

possible to implement the first instances of object management and global data access

technology. The 1980s also witnessed the first PLCs integrated into the DCS infrastructure.

Plant-wide historians also emerged to capitalize on the extended reach of automation systems.

The first DCS supplier to adopt UNIX and Ethernet networking technologies was Foxboro, who

introduced the I/A Series system in 1987.

4. The Application Centric Era of the 1990s

The drive toward openness in the 1980s gained momentum through the 1990s with the increased

adoption of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components and IT standards. Probably the

biggest transition undertaken during this time was the move from the UNIX operating system to

the Windows environment. While the realm of the real time operating system (RTOS) for control

applications remains dominated by real time commercial variants of UNIX or proprietary

operating systems, everything above real-time control has made the transition to Windows.

The invasion of Microsoft at the desktop and server layers resulted in the development of

technologies such as OLE for Process Control (OPC), which is now a de facto industry

connectivity standard. Internet technology also began to make its mark in automation and the

DCS world, with most DCS HMI supporting Internet connectivity. The '90s were also known for
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the "Fieldbus Wars", where rival organizations competed to define what would become the IEC

fieldbus standard for digital communication with field instrumentation instead of 4-20 milliamp

analog communications. The first fieldbus installations occurred in the 1990s. Towards the end

of the decade, the technology began to develop significant momentum, with the market

consolidated around Foundation Fieldbus and Profibus PA for process automation applications.

Some suppliers built new systems from the ground up to maximize functionality with fieldbus,

such as ABB with System 800xA, Emerson Process Management with the DeltaV control

system, Siemens with the Simatic PCS7 and azbil from Yamatake with the Harmonas-DEO

system.

The impact of COTS, however, was most pronounced at the hardware layer. For years, the

primary business of DCS suppliers had been the supply of large amounts of hardware,

particularly I/O and controllers. The initial proliferation of DCSs required the installation of

prodigious amounts of this hardware, most of it manufactured from the bottom up by DCS

suppliers. Standard computer components from manufacturers such as Intel and Motorola,

however, made it cost prohibitive for DCS suppliers to continue making their own components,

workstations, and networking hardware.

As the suppliers made the transition to COTS components, they also discovered that the

hardware market was shrinking fast. COTS not only resulted in lower manufacturing costs for

the supplier, but also steadily decreasing prices for the end users, who were also becoming

increasingly vocal over what they perceived to be unduly high hardware costs. Some suppliers

that were previously stronger in the PLC business, such as Rockwell Automation, Schnieder and

Siemens, were able to leverage their expertise in manufacturing control hardware to enter the

DCS marketplace with cost effective offerings. The traditional DCS suppliers introduced new

generation DCS System based on the latest Communication and IEC Standards, which resulting

in a trend of combining the traditional concepts/functionalities for PLC and DCS into a one for

all solution -- named "Process Automation System/Controller".

To compound the issue, suppliers were also realizing that the hardware market was becoming

saturated. The lifecycle of hardware components such as I/O and wiring is also typically in the

range of 15 to over 20 years, making for a challenging replacement market. Many of the older
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systems that were installed in the 1970s and 1980s are still in use today, and there is a

considerable installed base of systems in the market that are approaching the end of their useful

life. Developed industrial economies in North America, Europe, and Japan already had many

thousands of DCSs installed, and with few if any new plants being built, the market for new

hardware was shifting rapidly to smaller, albeit faster growing regions such as China, Latin

America, and Eastern Europe.

Because of the shrinking hardware business, suppliers began to make the challenging transition

from a hardware-based business model to one based on software and value-added services. It is a

transition that is still being made today. The applications portfolio offered by suppliers expanded

considerably in the '90s to include areas such as production management, model-based control,

real-time optimization, Plant Asset Management (PAM), Real Time Performance Management

(RPM) tools, alarm management, and many others. To obtain the true value from these

applications, however, often requires a considerable service content, which the suppliers also

provide. DCS supplier such as azbil known as Yamatake services have also expanded in scope to

the point where many suppliers can act as Main Automation Contractors (MACs), providing a

single point of responsibility for all automation-related facets of a project.

5. User Datagram Protocol

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is one of the core members of the Internet Protocol Suite,

the set of network protocols used for the Internet. With UDP, computer applications can send

messages, sometimes known as datagrams, to other hosts on an Internet Protocol (IP) network

without requiring prior communications to set up special transmission channels or data paths.

UDP is sometimes called the Universal Datagram Protocol. The protocol was designed by David

P. Reed in 1980 and formally defined in RFC 768.

UDP uses a simple transmission model without implicit hand-shaking dialogues for guaranteeing

reliability, ordering, or data integrity. Thus, UDP provides an unreliable service and datagrams

may arrive out of order, appear duplicated, or go missing without notice. UDP assumes that error

checking and correction is either not necessary or performed in the application, avoiding the
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overhead of such processing at the network interface level. Time-sensitive applications often use

UDP because dropping packets is preferable to using delayed packets. If error correction

facilities are needed at the network interface level, an application may use the Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP) or Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) which are designed for

this purpose.

UDP's stateless nature is also useful for servers that answer small queries from huge numbers of

clients. Unlike TCP, UDP is compatible with packet broadcast (sending to all on local network)

and multicasting (send to all subscribers).

Common network applications that use UDP include: the Domain Name System (DNS),

streaming media applications such as IPTV, Voice over IP (VoIP), Trivial File Transfer Protocol

(TFTP) and many online games.

6. Ports

UDP applications use datagram sockets to establish host-to-host communications. Sockets bind

the application to service ports that function as the endpoints of data transmission. A port is a

software structure that is identified by the port number, a 16 bit integer value, allowing for port

numbers between 0 and 65,535. Port 0 is reserved, but is a permissible source port value if the

sending process does not expect messages in response.

Ports 1 through 1023 (hexadecimal 0x3FF) are named "well-known" ports and on Unix-like

operating systems, binding to one of these ports requires superuser (root) access.

Ports 1024 through 49,151 (0xBFFF) are registered ports.

Ports 49,152 through 65,535 (0xFFFF) are used as temporary ports primarily by clients when

communicating to servers.
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7. Packet structure

UDP is a minimal message-oriented Transport Layer protocol that is documented in IETF RFC

768.

In the Internet Protocol Suite, UDP provides a very simple interface between the Internet Layer

below (e.g., IPv4) and the Application Layer above.

UDP provides no guarantees to the upper layer protocol for message delivery and a UDP sender

retains no state on UDP messages once sent (for this reason UDP is sometimes called the

Unreliable Datagram Protocol). UDP adds only application multiplexing and checksumming of

the header and payload. If any kind of reliability for the information transmitted is needed, it

must be implemented in upper layers.

+ Bits 0 - 15 16 - 31

0 Source Port Destination Port

32 Length Checksum

64 Data

[Table 1: The UDP header consists of only 4 fields]
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Topic : Distributed Control Ii: A Mechatronics Control Application Layer

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Distributed Control II

 Learn about ALG service in Microsoft Windows

 Learn about Proxy Server

 Learn about Caching proxy server

 Learn about Web proxy

Definition/Overview:

In the context of computer networking, an application-level gateway (also known as ALG or

application layer gateway) consists of a security component that augments a firewall or NAT

employed in a computer network. It allows customized NAT traversal filters to be plugged into

the gateway to support address and port translation for certain application layer "control/data"

protocols such as FTP, BitTorrent, SIP, RTSP, file transfer in IM applications etc. In order for

these protocols to work through NAT or a firewall, either the application has to know about an

address/port number combination that allows incoming packets, or the NAT has to monitor the

control traffic and open up port mappings (firewall pinhole) dynamically as required. Legitimate

application data can thus be passed through the security checks of the firewall or NAT that

would have otherwise restricted the traffic for not meeting its limited filter criteria.
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Key Points:

1. Function

An ALG may offer the following functions:1

 allowing client applications to use dynamic ephemeral TCP/ UDP ports to communicate

with the known ports used by the server applications, even though a firewall-

configuration may allow only a limited number of known ports. In the absence of an

ALG, either the ports would get blocked or the network administrator would need to

explicitly open up a large number of ports in the firewall rendering the network

vulnerable to attacks on those ports.

 converting the network layer address information found inside an application payload

between the addresses acceptable by the hosts on either side of the firewall/NAT. This

aspect introduces the term 'gateway' for an ALG.

 recognizing application-specific commands and offering granular security controls over

them

 synchronizing between multiple streams/sessions of data between two hosts exchanging

data. For example, an FTP application may use separate connections for passing control

commands and for exchanging data between the client and a remote server. During large

file transfers, the control connection may remain idle. An ALG can prevent the control

connection getting timed out by network devices before the lengthy file transfer

completes.

Deep packet-inspection of all the packets handled by ALGs over a given network makes this

functionality possible. An ALG understands the protocol used by the specific applications that it

supports.

For instance, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Back-to-Back User agent (B2BUA). An ALG can

allow firewall traversal with SIP. If the firewall has its SIP traffic terminated on an ALG then the

responsibility for permitting SIP sessions passes to the ALG instead of the firewall. An ALG can

solve another major SIP headache: NAT traversal. Basically a NAT with inbuilt ALG can re-
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write information within the SIP messages and can hold address-bindings until the session

terminates.

An ALG is very similar to a proxy server, as it sits between the client and real server, facilitating

the exchange. There seems to be an industry convention that an ALG does its job without the

application being configured to use it, by intercepting the messages. A proxy, on the other hand,

usually needs to be configured in the client application. The client is then explicitly aware of the

proxy and connects to it, rather than the real server.

2. ALG service in Microsoft Windows

The Application Layer Gateway service in Microsoft Windows provides support for third-party

plugins that allow network protocols to pass through the Windows Firewall and work behind it

and Internet Connection Sharing. ALG plugins can open ports and change data that is embedded

in packets, such as ports and IP addresses. Windows Server 2003 also includes an ALG FTP

plugin. The ALG FTP plugin is designed to support active FTP sessions through the NAT engine

in Windows. To do this, the ALG FTP plugin redirects all traffic that passes through the NAT

and that is destined for port 21 (FTP control port) to a private listening port in the 3000-5000

range on the Microsoft loopback adapter. The ALG FTP plugin then monitors/updates traffic on

the FTP control channel so that the FTP plugin can plumb port mappings through the NAT for

the FTP data channels. The FTP plugin will also update ports in the FTP control channel stream.

3. Proxy Server

In computer networks, a proxy server is a server (a computer system or an application program)

that acts as a go-between for requests from clients seeking resources from other servers. A client

connects to the proxy server, requesting some service, such as a file, connection, web page, or

other resource, available from a different server. The proxy server evaluates the request

according to its filtering rules. For example, it may filter traffic by IP address or protocol. If the

request is validated by the filter, the proxy provides the resource by connecting to the relevant

server and requesting the service on behalf of the client. A proxy server may optionally alter the
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client's request or the server's response, and sometimes it may serve the request without

contacting the specified server. In this case, it 'caches' responses from the remote server, and

returns subsequent requests for the same content directly.

A proxy server has two purposes:

 To keep machines behind it anonymous (mainly for security).

 To speed up access to a resource (via caching). It is commonly used to cache web pages

from a web server.

A proxy server that passes requests and replies unmodified is usually called a gateway or
sometimes tunneling proxy.

A proxy server can be placed in the user's local computer or at various points between the user
and the destination servers or the Internet.

4. Caching proxy server

A caching proxy server accelerates service requests by retrieving content saved from a previous

request made by the same client or even other clients. Caching proxies keep local copies of

frequently requested resources, allowing large organizations to significantly reduce their

upstream bandwidth usage and cost, while significantly increasing performance. Most ISPs and

large businesses have a caching proxy. These machines are built to deliver superb file system

performance (often with RAID and journaling) and also contain hot-rodded versions of TCP.

Caching proxies were the first kind of proxy server.

The HTTP 1.0 and later protocols contain many types of headers for declaring static (cacheable)

content and verifying content freshness with an original server, e.g. ETAG (validation tags), If-

Modified-Since (date-based validation), Expiry (timeout-based invalidation), etc. Other protocols

such as DNS support expiry only and contain no support for validation.
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Some poorly-implemented caching proxies have had downsides (e.g., an inability to use user

authentication). Some problems are described in RFC 3143 (Known HTTP Proxy/Caching

Problems).

Another important use of the proxy server is to reduce the hardware cost. An organization may

have many systems on the same network or under control of a single server, prohibiting the

possibility of an individual connection to the internet for each system. In such a case, the

individual systems can be connected to one proxy server, and the proxy server connected to the

main server.

5. Web proxy

A proxy that focuses on WWW traffic is called a "web proxy". The most common use of a web

proxy is to serve as a web cache. Most proxy programs (e.g. Squid) provide a means to deny

access to certain URLs in a blacklist, thus providing content filtering. This is usually used in a

corporate environment, though with the increasing use of Linux in small businesses and homes,

this function is no longer confined to large corporations. Some web proxies reformat web pages

for a specific purpose or audience (e.g., cell phones and PDAs).

AOL dialup customers used to have their requests routed through an extensible proxy that

'thinned' or reduced the detail in JPEG pictures. This sped up performance, but caused trouble,

either when more resolution was needed or when the thinning program produced incorrect

results. This is why in the early days of the web many web pages would contain a link saying

"AOL Users Click Here" to bypass the web proxy and to avoid the bugs in the thinning software.
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Topic : Java For Control System Software

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Java For Control System Software

 Learn the concept of Automatic memory management

 Learn the Syntax

 Learn the concept of Java Virtual Machine

 Learn the concept of Bytecode verifier

Definition/Overview:

Java is a programming language originally developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems

and released in 1995 as a core component of Sun Microsystems' Java platform. The language

derives much of its syntax from C and C++ but has a simpler object model and fewer low-level

facilities. Java applications are typically compiled to bytecode that can run on any Java virtual

machine (JVM) regardless of computer architecture.

The original and reference implementation Java compilers, virtual machines, and class libraries

were developed by Sun from 1995. As of May 2007, in compliance with the specifications of the

Java Community Process, Sun made available most of their Java technologies as free software

under the GNU General Public License. Others have also developed alternative implementations

of these Sun technologies, such as the GNU Compiler for Java and GNU Classpath.
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Key Points:

1. Java Platform

One characteristic of Java is portability, which means that computer programs written in the Java

language must run similarly on any supported hardware/operating-system platform. One should

be able to write a program once, compile it once, and run it anywhere.

This is achieved by compiling the Java language code, not to machine code but to Java bytecode

instructions analogous to machine code but intended to be interpreted by a virtual machine (VM)

written specifically for the host hardware. End-users commonly use a Java Runtime Environment

(JRE) installed on their own machine for standalone Java applications, or in a Web browser for

Java applets.

Standardized libraries provide a generic way to access host specific features such as graphics,

threading and networking. In some JVM versions, bytecode can be compiled to native code,

either before or during program execution, resulting in faster execution.

A major benefit of using bytecode is porting. However, the overhead of interpretation means that

interpreted programs almost always run more slowly than programs compiled to native

executables would, and Java suffered a reputation for poor performance. This gap has been

narrowed by a number of optimisation techniques introduced in the more recent JVM

implementations.

One such technique, known as just-in-time (JIT) compilation, translates Java bytecode into

native code the first time that code is executed, then caches it. This results in a program that

starts and executes faster than pure interpreted code can, at the cost of introducing occasional

compilation overhead during execution. More sophisticated VMs also use dynamic

recompilation, in which the VM analyzes the behavior of the running program and selectively

recompiles and optimizes parts of the program. Dynamic recompilation can achieve

optimizations superior to static compilation because the dynamic compiler can base
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optimizations on knowledge about the runtime environment and the set of loaded classes, and

can identify hot spots - parts of the program, often inner loops, that take up the most execution

time. JIT compilation and dynamic recompilation allow Java programs to approach the speed of

native code without losing portability.

Another technique, commonly known as static compilation, or ahead-of-time (AOT)

compilation, is to compile directly into native code like a more traditional compiler. Static Java

compilers translate the Java source or bytecode to native object code. This achieves good

performance compared to interpretation, at the expense of portability; the output of these

compilers can only be run on a single architecture. AOT could give Java something close to

native performance, yet it is still not portable since there are no compiler directives, and all the

pointers are indirect with no way to micro manage garbage collection.

Java's performance has improved substantially since the early versions, and performance of JIT

compilers relative to native compilers has in some tests been shown to be quite similar. The

performance of the compilers does not necessarily indicate the performance of the compiled

code; only careful testing can reveal the true performance issues in any system.

One of the unique advantages of the concept of a runtime engine is that errors (exceptions)

should not 'crash' the system. Moreover, in runtime engine environments such as Java there exist

tools that attach to the runtime engine and every time that an exception of interest occurs they

record debugging information that existed in memory at the time the exception was thrown

(stack and heap values). These Automated Exception Handling tools provide 'root-cause'

information for exceptions in Java programs that run in production, testing or development

environments.

2. Implementations

Sun Microsystems officially licenses the Java Standard Edition platform for Microsoft Windows,

Linux, Mac OS X, and Solaris. Through a network of third-party vendors and licensees,

alternative Java environments are available for these and other platforms.
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Sun's trademark license for usage of the Java brand insists that all implementations be

"compatible". This resulted in a legal dispute with Microsoft after Sun claimed that the Microsoft

implementation did not support RMI or JNI and had added platform-specific features of their

own. Sun sued in 1997, and in 2001 won a settlement of $20 million as well as a court order

enforcing the terms of the license from Sun. As a result, Microsoft no longer ships Java with

Windows, and in recent versions of Windows, Internet Explorer cannot support Java applets

without a third-party plugin. Sun, and others, have made available free Java run-time systems for

those and other versions of Windows.

Platform-independent Java is essential to the Java EE strategy, and an even more rigorous

validation is required to certify an implementation. This environment enables portable server-

side applications, such as Web services, servlets, and Enterprise JavaBeans, as well as with

embedded systems based on OSGi, using Embedded Java environments. Through the new

GlassFish project, Sun is working to create a fully functional, unified open-source

implementation of the Java EE technologies.

Sun also distributes a superset of the JRE called the Java 2 SDK (more commonly known as the

JDK), which includes development tools such as the Java compiler, Javadoc, Jar and debugger.

3. Automatic memory management

Java uses an automatic garbage collector to manage memory in the object lifecycle. The

programmer determines when objects are created, and the Java runtime is responsible for

recovering the memory once objects are no longer in use. Once no references to an object

remain, the unreachable object becomes eligible to be freed automatically by the garbage

collector. Something similar to a memory leak may still occur if a programmer's code holds a

reference to an object that is no longer needed, typically when objects that are no longer needed

are stored in containers that are still in use. If methods for a nonexistent object are called a "null

pointer exception" is thrown.
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One of the ideas behind Java's automatic memory management model is that programmers be

spared the burden of having to perform manual memory management. In some languages

memory for the creation of objects is implicitly allocated on the stack, or explicitly allocated and

deallocated from the heap. Either way the responsibility of managing memory resides with the

programmer. If the program does not deallocate an object, a memory leak occurs. If the program

attempts to access or deallocate memory that has already been deallocated, the result is

undefined and the program may become unstable and/or may crash. This can be partially

remedied by the use of smart pointers, but these add overhead and complexity.

Garbage collection may happen at any time. Ideally, it will occur when a program is idle. It is

guaranteed to be triggered if there is insufficient free memory on the heap to allocate a new

object; this can cause a program to stall momentarily. Where performance or response time is

important, explicit memory management and object pools are often used.

Java does not support C/C++ style pointer arithmetic, where object addresses and unsigned

integers (usually long integers) can be used interchangeably. This allows the garbage collector to

relocate referenced objects, and ensures type safety and security.

As in C++ and some other object-oriented languages, variables of Java's primitive types are not

objects. Values of primitive types are either stored directly in fields (for objects) or on the stack

(for methods) rather than on the heap, as commonly true for objects (but see Escape analysis).

This was a conscious decision by Java's designers for performance reasons. Because of this, Java

was not considered to be a pure object-oriented programming language. However, as of Java 5.0,

autoboxing enables programmers to proceed as if primitive types are instances of their wrapper

classes.

4. Syntax

The syntax of Java is largely derived from C++. Unlike C++, which combines the syntax for

structured, generic, and object-oriented programming, Java was built almost exclusively as an

object oriented language. All code is written inside a class and everything is an object, with the
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exception of the intrinsic data types (ordinal and real numbers, boolean values, and characters),

which are not classes for performance reasons.

Java suppresses several features (such as operator overloading and multiple inheritance) for

classes in order to simplify the language and to prevent possible errors and anti-pattern design.

5. Java Virtual Machine

A Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is a set of computer software programs and data structures which

use a virtual machine model for the execution of other computer programs and scripts. The

model used by a JVM accepts a form of computer intermediate language commonly referred to

as Java bytecode. This language conceptually represents the instruction set of a stack-oriented,

capability architecture. As of 2006, there are an estimated 4 billion JVM-enabled devices

worldwide.

Java Virtual Machines operate on Java bytecode, which is normally (but not necessarily)

generated from Java source code; a JVM can also be used to implement programming languages

other than Java. For example, Ada source code can be compiled to Java bytecode, which may

then be executed by a JVM. JVMs can also be released by other companies besides Sun (the

developer of Java) JVMs using the "Java" trademark may be developed by other companies as

long as they adhere to the JVM specification published by Sun (and related contractual

obligations).

The JVM is a crucial component of the Java Platform. Because JVMs are available for many

hardware and software platforms, Java can be both middleware and a platform in its own right

hence the trademark write once, run anywhere. The use of the same bytecode for all platforms

allows Java to be described as "compile once, run anywhere", as opposed to "write once, compile

anywhere", which describes cross-platform compiled languages. The JVM also enables such

unique features as Automated Exception Handling which provides 'root-cause' debugging

information for every software error (exception) independent of the source code.
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The JVM is distributed along with a set of standard class libraries which implement the Java API

(Application Programming Interface). The virtual machine and API have to be consistent with

each other[dubious discuss] and are therefore bundled together as the Java Runtime

Environment.

6. Bytecode verifier

A basic philosophy of Java is that it is inherently "safe" from the standpoint that no user program

can "crash" the host machine or otherwise interfere inappropriately with other operations on the

host machine, and that it is possible to protect certain functions and data structures belonging to

"trusted" code from access or corruption by "untrusted" code executing within the same JVM.

Furthermore, common programmer errors that often lead to data corruption or unpredictable

behavior such as accessing off the end of an array or using an uninitialized pointer are not

allowed to occur. Several features of Java combine to provide this safety, including the class

model, the garbage-collected heap, and the verifier.

The JVM verifies all bytecode before it is executed. This verification consists primarily of three

types of checks:

 Branches are always to valid locations

 Data is always initialized and references are always type-safe

 Access to "private" or "package private" data and methods is rigidly controlled.

The first two of these checks take place primarily during the "verification" step which occurs

when a class is loaded and made eligible for use. The third is primarily performed dynamically,

when data items or methods of a class are first accessed by another class.

The verifier permits only some bytecode sequences in valid programs, e.g. a jump (branch)

instruction can only target an instruction within the same function or method. Because of this,

the fact that JVM is a stack architecture does not imply a speed penalty for emulation on register-

based architectures when using a JIT compiler. In the face of the code-verified JVM architecture,
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it makes no difference to a JIT compiler whether it gets named imaginary registers or imaginary

stack positions that need to be allocated to the target architecture's registers. In fact, code

verification makes the JVM different from a classic stack architecture whose efficient emulation

with a JIT compiler is more complicated and typically carried out by a slower interpreter.

Code verification also ensures that arbitrary bit patterns cannot get used as an address. Memory

protection is achieved without the need for a Memory management unit (MMU). Thus, JVM is

an efficient way of getting memory protection on simple architectures that lack an MMU. This is

analogous to managed code in Microsoft's .NET Common Language Runtime, and conceptually

similar to capability architectures such as the Plessey 250, and IBM System/38.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Programmable Logic Controllers (Plcs)

Illustrative Example: Assembly System

The Gluing Cell Exercise In Tranrunj

Topic : Programmable Logic Controllers (Plcs)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of System scale

 Learn the concept of User interface

 Learn the concept of Communications

 Learn the concept of PLC compared with other control systems
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 Learn the concept of Digital and analog signals

Definition/Overview:

Programmable Logic Controllers: A programmable logic controller (PLC) or programmable

controller is a digital computer used for automation of electromechanical processes, such as

control of machinery on factory assembly lines, control of amusement rides, or control of

lighting fixtures. PLCs are used in many different industries and machines such as packaging and

semiconductor machines. Unlike general-purpose computers, the PLC is designed for multiple

inputs and output arrangements, extended temperature ranges, immunity to electrical noise, and

resistance to vibration and impact. Programs to control machine operation are typically stored in

battery-backed or non-volatile memory. A PLC is an example of a real time system since output

results must be produced in response to input conditions within a bounded time, otherwise

unintended operation will result.

Key Points:

1. Features

The main difference from other computers is that PLCs are armored for severe conditions (dust,

moisture, heat, cold, etc) and have the facility for extensive input/output (I/O) arrangements.

These connect the PLC to sensors and actuators. PLCs read limit switches, analog process

variables (such as temperature and pressure), and the positions of complex positioning systems.

Some even use machine vision. On the actuator side, PLCs operate electric motors, pneumatic or
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hydraulic cylinders, magnetic relays or solenoids, or analog outputs. The input/output

arrangements may be built into a simple PLC, or the PLC may have external I/O modules

attached to a computer network that plugs into the PLC.

2. System scale

A small PLC will have a fixed number of connections built in for inputs and outputs. Typically,

expansions are available if the base model does not have enough I/O.

Modular PLCs have a chassis (also called a rack) into which are placed modules with different

functions. The processor and selection of I/O modules is customized for the particular

application. Several racks can be administered by a single processor, and may have thousands of

inputs and outputs. A special high speed serial I/O link is used so that racks can be distributed

away from the processor, reducing the wiring costs for large plants.

3. User interface

PLCs may need to interact with people for the purpose of configuration, alarm reporting or

everyday control. A Human-Machine Interface (HMI) is employed for this purpose. HMIs are

also referred to as MMIs (Man Machine Interface) and GUI (Graphical User Interface). A simple

system may use buttons and lights to interact with the user. Text displays are available as well as

graphical touch screens. More complex systems use a programming and monitoring software

installed on a computer, with the PLC connected via a communication interface.

4. Communications

PLCs have built in communications ports usually 9-Pin RS232, and optionally for RS485 and

Ethernet. Modbus or DF1 is usually included as one of the communications protocols. Others'
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options include various fieldbuses such as DeviceNet or Profibus. Other communications

protocols that may be used are listed in the List of automation protocols.

Most modern PLCs can communicate over a network to some other system, such as a computer

running a SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) system or web browser.

PLCs used in larger I/O systems may have peer-to-peer (P2P) communication between

processors. This allows separate parts of a complex process to have individual control while

allowing the subsystems to co-ordinate over the communication link. These communication links

are also often used for HMI (Human-Machine Interface) devices such as keypads or PC-type

workstations. Some of today's PLCs can communicate over a wide range of media including RS-

485, Coaxial, and even Ethernet for I/O control at network speeds up to 100 Mbit/s.

5. PLC compared with other control systems

PLCs are well-adapted to a range of automation tasks. These are typically industrial processes in

manufacturing where the cost of developing and maintaining the automation system is high

relative to the total cost of the automation, and where changes to the system would be expected

during its operational life. PLCs contain input and output devices compatible with industrial pilot

devices and controls; little electrical design is required, and the design problem centers on

expressing the desired sequence of operations in ladder logic (or function chart) notation. PLC

applications are typically highly customized systems so the cost of a packaged PLC is low

compared to the cost of a specific custom-built controller design. On the other hand, in the case

of mass-produced goods, customized control systems are economic due to the lower cost of the

components, which can be optimally chosen instead of a "generic" solution, and where the non-

recurring engineering charges are spread over thousands or millions of units.

For high volume or very simple fixed automation tasks, different techniques are used. For

example, a consumer dishwasher would be controlled by an electromechanical cam timer costing

only a few dollars in production quantities.
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A microcontroller-based design would be appropriate where hundreds or thousands of units will

be produced and so the development cost (design of power supplies and input/output hardware)

can be spread over many sales, and where the end-user would not need to alter the control.

Automotive applications are an example; millions of units are built each year, and very few end-

users alter the programming of these controllers. However, some specialty vehicles such as

transit busses economically use PLCs instead of custom-designed controls, because the volumes

are low and the development cost would be uneconomic.

Very complex process control, such as used in the chemical industry, may require algorithms and

performance beyond the capability of even high-performance PLCs. Very high-speed or

precision controls may also require customized solutions; for example, aircraft flight controls.

Programmable controllers are widely used in motion control, positioning control and torque

control. Some manufacturers produce motion control units to be integrated with PLC so that G-

code (involving a CNC machine) can be used to instruct machine movements.

PLCs may include logic for single-variable feedback analog control loop, a "proportional,

integral, derivative" or "PID controller." A PID loop could be used to control the temperature of

a manufacturing process, for example. Historically PLCs were usually configured with only a

few analog control loops; where processes required hundreds or thousands of loops, a distributed

control system (DCS) would instead be used. However, as PLCs have become more powerful,

the boundary between DCS and PLC applications has become less clear-cut.

PLCs have similar functionality as Remote Terminal Units. An RTU, however, usually does not

support control algorithms or control loops. As hardware rapidly becomes more powerful and

cheaper, RTUs, PLCs and DCSs are increasingly beginning to overlap in responsibilities, and

many vendors sell RTUs with PLC-like features and vice versa. The industry has standardized on

the IEC 61131-3 functional block language for creating programs to run on RTUs and PLCs,

although nearly all vendors also offer proprietary alternatives and associated development

environments.
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6. Digital and analog signals

Digital or discrete signals behave as binary switches, yielding simply an On or Off signal (1 or 0,

True or False, respectively). Push buttons, limit switches, and photoelectric sensors are examples

of devices providing a discrete signal. Discrete signals are sent using either voltage or current,

where a specific range is designated as On and another as Off. For example, a PLC might use 24

V DC I/O, with values above 22 V DC representing On, values below 2VDC representing Off,

and intermediate values undefined. Initially, PLCs had only discrete I/O.

Analog signals are like volume controls, with a range of values between zero and full-scale.

These are typically interpreted as integer values (counts) by the PLC, with various ranges of

accuracy depending on the device and the number of bits available to store the data. As PLCs

typically use 16-bit signed binary processors, the integer values are limited between -32,768 and

+32,767. Pressure, temperature, flow, and weight are often represented by analog signals. Analog

signals can use voltage or current with a magnitude proportional to the value of the process

signal. For example, an analog 4-20 mA or 0 - 10 V input would be converted into an integer

value of 0 - 32767.

Current inputs are less sensitive to electrical noise (i.e. from welders or electric motor starts) than

voltage inputs.

Example/Case Study:

1. Example

As an example, say a facility needs to store water in a tank. The water is drawn from the tank by

another system, as needed, and our example system must manage the water level in the tank.
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Using only digital signals, the PLC has two digital inputs from float switches (Low Level and

High Level). When the water level is above the switch it closes a contact and passes a signal to

an input. The PLC uses a digital output to open and close the inlet valve into the tank.

When the water level drops enough so that the Low Level float switch is off (down), the PLC

will open the valve to let more water in. Once the water level rises enough so that the High Level

switch is on (up), the PLC will shut the inlet to stop the water from overflowing. This rung is an

example of seal in logic. The output is sealed in until some condition breaks the circuit.

| |
| Low Level High Level Fill Valve |
|------[/]------|------[/]----------------------(OUT)---------|
| | |
| | |
| | |
| Fill Valve | |
|------[ ]------| |
| |
| |

An analog system might use a water pressure sensor or a load cell, and an adjustable (throttling)

dripping out of the tank, the valve adjusts to slowly drip water back into the tank.

In this system, to avoid 'flutter' adjustments that can wear out the valve, many PLCs incorporate

"hysteresis" which essentially creates a "deadband" of activity. A technician adjusts this

deadband so the valve moves only for a significant change in rate. This will in turn minimize the

motion of the valve, and reduce its wear.

A real system might combine both approaches, using float switches and simple valves to prevent

spills, and a rate sensor and rate valve to optimize refill rates and prevent water hammer. Backup

and maintenance methods can make a real system very complicated.
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2. Programming

PLC programs are typically written in a special application on a personal computer, then

downloaded by a direct-connection cable or over a network to the PLC. The program is stored in

the PLC either in battery-backed-up RAM or some other non-volatile flash memory. Often, a

single PLC can be programmed to replace thousands of relays.

Under the IEC 61131-3 standard, PLCs can be programmed using standards-based programming

languages. A graphical programming notation called Sequential Function Charts is available on

certain programmable controllers.

Recently, the International standard IEC 61131-3 has become popular. IEC 61131-3 currently

defines five programming languages for programmable control systems: FBD (Function block

diagram), LD (Ladder diagram), ST (Structured text, similar to the Pascal programming

language), IL (Instruction list, similar to assembly language) and SFC (Sequential function

chart). These techniques emphasize logical organization of operations.

While the fundamental concepts of PLC programming are common to all manufacturers,

differences in I/O addressing, memory organization and instruction sets mean that PLC programs

are never perfectly interchangeable between different makers. Even within the same product line

of a single manufacturer, different models may not be directly compatible.

Topic : Illustrative Example: Assembly System

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of Assembly System

 Learn the concept of Centralized solution
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 Understand the Proof

Definition/Overview:

An engine in which the combustion of fuel and an oxidizer (typically air) occurs in a confined

space called a combustion chamber (or "cylinder"). This exothermic reaction creates gases at

high temperature and pressure, which are permitted to expand. Internal combustion engines are

defined by the useful work that is performed by the expanding hot gases acting directly to cause

the movement of solid parts of the engine, by acting on pistons, rotors, or even by pressing on

and moving the entire engine itself.

Key Points:

1. Centralized solution

A single product is produced at the manufacturer by assembling N (N>1) subcomponents

obtained from N suppliers. We first discuss the centralized solution and then derive contracts

between the two levels of the supply chain that enable coordination. The model is depicted in

Fig. 1. The demand, D, is random for which the density, f and distribution, F functions are

known by all parties with F(0)=0. The manufacturer orders N distinct components from the

suppliers in quantities Q1,Q2,,QN in order to satisfy the random demand. Without loss of

generality, we assume that one of each component is required to make up the end product. We

assume that the leadtime between the suppliers and the manufacturer and the time to assemble

are negligible. If there was no supply uncertainty, (i.e., αi=1 for i=1,,N) then the order quantities

would be equal to each other, Q=Q1= =QN as there would be no need to hold extra inventory

of the components and the end items. However, the supplier yield is also random. When the
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manufacturer orders components from the suppliers, only a fraction of the ordered quantity is

received/usable by the manufacturer: αiQi for i=1,,N and where αi are independent random

variables taking values in (0,1]. Each end item is sold at a fixed price r. There is a per unit

shortage cost, s for end items and their on-hand inventory can be salvaged at h per unit, (h>0) at

the end of the period. If h<0, it is interpreted as inventory holding cost. From now on h+ denotes

salvage and h- denotes holding cost. Please note that both h+ and h- are non-negative but the

former is written as revenue and the latter as cost. There are also costs of holding inventory for

components, hi, i=1,,N and each component is produced at a cost of ci, i=1,,N. It is reasonable to

assume that and ci>hi>0 for all i. Also since there is more

value-added on the end product.

Expected sales of the assembly system under random yield for i suppliers is defined as:

(1)

For expositional convenience, we first derive the profit function of the supply chain for two

suppliers and later extend it to arbitrary number of suppliers;

(2)

πc(Q1,Q2)=r[min(α1Q1,α2Q2,D)]-s[D-min(α1Q1,α2Q2)]+h+[min(α1Q1,α2Q2)-D]+-c1Q1-

c2Q2-h1[α1Q1-α2Q2]+-h2[α2Q2-α1Q1]+,

where [x]+ denotes max{0,x}. The first term is revenue from sales, second term is lost sale cost

(if any). Third term is revenue from salvaging the end product (if any). Fourth and fifth terms are

manufacturing costs of the suppliers. Final two terms (of which only one can be positive) are

inventory holding costs of the two components.

The profit function, πc, is a random variable which can be equivalently written as (details are in

Appendix A):
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(3)

πc(Q1,Q2)=(r+s-h+)[min(α1Q1,α2Q2,D)]+h+[min(α1Q1,α2Q2)]+h1[α2Q2-α1Q1]-+h2[α1Q1-

α2Q2]--sD-c1Q1-c2Q2,

where [x]- denotes min{0,x}. The expected profit is given as:

(4)

E[πc(Q1,Q2)]=(r+s-h+)S(Q1,Q2)+h+E[min(α1Q1,α2Q2)]+h1E[[α2Q2-α1Q1]-]+h2E[[α1Q1-

α2Q2]-]-sμD-c1Q1-c2Q2.

2. Proof 1

We analyze the expectation term by term: Note that S(Q1,Q2) is E[min(α1Q1,α2Q2,D)]. The

functions under minimum operation are linear functions of Q1 and Q2 and D is independent of

Qi. Linear functions are jointly concave (and also convex). Concavity is preserved under

minimum and expectation as long as the random variables are non-negative. So S(Q1,Q2) is

concave when (r+s-h+)>0.

In the second term, min(α1Q1,α2Q2) is again minimum of two linear functions which can be

considered as concave. As concavity is preserved under minimum and expectation,

E[min(α1Q1,α2Q2)] is concave.

In the third term, [α2Q2-α1Q1]- is in fact min[(α2Q2-α1Q1),0]. The part (α2Q2-α1Q1) is a linear

function and jointly concave in Q1 and Q2. Thus E[[αjQj-αiQi]-] is concave since concavity is

preserved under minimum and expectation. For the fourth term, the argument is symmetrical.

The fifth term, -sD-c1Q1-c2Q2 is a linear function of Q1 and Q2. So we can treat it as concave.

Therefore all terms in the expectation are concave. Since sum of concave functions are concave,

the expected profit function of the chain given in (4) is concave.
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All concavity results in this paper use the same manner in which Proposition 2.1 is proved. The

idea is to write the profit function at the random variable level in an equivalent form such that it

is only composed of sums of linear or concave terms or their minimums. After this equivalence

is established (as in the equivalence of (2) and (3)) the argument relies on the fact that concavity

is preserved under minimum, summation and expectation. One should note that, there is no way

to prove strict concavity using this argument. But for our purposes showing concavity is

sufficient.

We now show that the same result holds for arbitrary number of suppliers. With N suppliers the

expected supply chain profit can be written as (details are in Appendix B):

(5)

3. Proof 2

The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.1. The first term includes

E[min(α1Q1,α2Q2,,D)].

The functions inside the minimum are linear functions of Qi and D is independent of Qi. Linear

functions are jointly concave and concavity is preserved under minimum and expectation when

(r+s-h+)>0. The second and third terms include a minimum of N linear functions which is

concave. As concavity is preserved under minimum and expectation, E[minj=1,,N(αjQj)] is

concave as long as h+ and are positive. The fourth term includes a linear function and its

expectation which can be considered as concave. The fifth term is a constant. The last term is

simply a linear term. So all terms are concave. Since addition of concave functions is concave,

(5) is also concave.

Note that when we have holding cost, h- instead of salvage value, the second term will be

negative and we cannot establish concavity in this manner. However, this will be of no

consequence in the decentralized analysis as the contracts we propose let us represent the

manufacturers expected profit as a fraction of the total supply chain profit. Therefore centralized
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(first best) solutions are attained irrespective of how they are calculated. In Section 4, a

numerical example is given to gain insight about the behaviour of the centralized solution.

3. Decentralized solution

We now let the suppliers and the manufacturer be independent agents and derive their individual

expected profits. Manufacturers expected profit is given as:

(6)

where Ti() is the transfer payment made to supplier i. In general, Ti() can simply be a constant or

a complex function that involves random variables of the model (demand, yield) in which case it

also becomes a random variable.

Under forced compliance, the suppliers profit function is simply:

The expected profit in decentralized setting is always less than or equal to the centralized profit.

Since the aim of each player is to maximize its own profit, they might deviate from the solution

of the centralized system. Aim of the contracts is to modify the players functions using transfer

payments, Ti(), such that the manufacturer chooses the optimal order quantity which maximizes

the total supply chain profit without making the suppliers worse off. We start with the wholesale

price contract and show that this contract is prone to double marginalization. We then turn

attention to a buy-back contact but cannot conclude whether the buy-back contract, by itself,

coordinates the chain or not. Finally, we propose two new contracts that are mixtures of buy-

back and revenue sharing contracts along with a payment to the worst performing supplier that

coordinate the chain.
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3.1. Wholesale price contract

Under this contract, the manufacturer only pays a wholesale price, wi, for the components

bought from supplier i. The expected profit of the manufacturer is given as:

(7)

It is easy to see that the expected profit given in (7) is jointly concave in Q1,Q2,,QN if r+s-h+

0 and h+>0 (c.f. Proof of Proposition 2.2). When (7) is compared to (5), it can be seen that one

way to coordinate the chain is where the suppliers inflate their production cost by their expected

yield, i.e., wi=ci/μi, i=1,,N which leaves zero expected profit for the suppliers (double

marginalization).

3.2. Buy-back contract

In this contract, the manufacturer pays to supplier i a wholesale price, for each delivered unit.

Supplier i pays to the manufacturer bi per unit for components which are not sold. It is

reasonable to assume that for i=1,,N. The transfer payment to supplier i

(i=1,,N) is:

Then the manufacturers expected profit is as follows:

(8)
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Analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.2, it can be argued that expected profit given in (8) is

jointly concave in Q1s,Q2,,QN if , , and hi-bi 0

i=1,,N. However, there does not seem to be a straightforward way to write this expected profit as

a fraction of the supply chain profit. Therefore at this level of analysis, whether a buy-back

contract coordinates the chain or not is inconclusive. One could, of course, try to characterize the

optimal decisions using first order conditions but that is too tedious for this case. Instead, we

propose an extension to the plain buy-back environment to facilitate coordination.

Topic : The Gluing Cell Exercise In Tranrunj

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn the concept of The Gluing Cell Exercise In Tranrunj

 Learn the concept of Program Entry Point

 Learn the concept of User Main Method

Definition/Overview:

TranRunJ is a Java implementation of the previously discussed task/state scheduling architecture.

In order to illustrate its use, the Glue exercises have been rewritten in Java. The following

sections illustrate the construction of the same control system with the TranRunJ package. The
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TranRunJ version of the Glue exercise closely parallels the group-priority example in C++.

Rather than cover the same ground again, this chapter will use the Glue exercise to illustrate the

use of the TranRunJ software.

Key Points:

1. Program Entry Point

Since Java is a purely object-oriented language, the main entry method must be contained within

a class. The standard way to do this in TranRunJ is to create a subclass of TranRunJ.Trj Main

which includes a static main method for scheduler startup. In addition, an implementation must

be provided for the abstract method user and several static scheduler properties should be set. An

example of this, from the Glue00 exercise, is:

public class GlueMain extends TrjMain
{
/**The application entry point. Several static properties of the scheduler must
* be set here. An instance of the TrjMain class must also be created. If
* desired, a custom CTimer can be instantiated and passed in by calling
* theMain.setTimer().*/
public static void main(String [] args)
{
// Set the scheduling mode
//masterSchedulingMode = CMaster.EARLIEST_FIRST_SCHEDULED;
//masterSchedulingMode = CMaster.SEQUENTIALLY_SCHEDULED;
masterSchedulingMode = CMaster.MINIMUM_LATENCY_SCHEDULED;
// This is currently the only option
masterThreadingMode = CMaster.SINGLE_THREADED;

// Choose the timing mode
masterTimingMode = CMaster.SIMULATED_TIME;
//masterTimingMode = CMaster.VM_SYSTEM_TIME;
//masterTimingMode = CMaster.USER_DEFINED;

// Instantiate the main object
theMain = new GlueMain ();
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// Set the custom timer, if desired
//theMain.setTimer(winTimer);

// Call the startup method and pass in the command line arguments
trjMain(args);
}

/**The scheduler start method is called from userMain. All Tasks should be
* instantiated prior to scheduler startup.*/
protected void userMain ()
{
// User code goes here...

2. The userMain Method

The body of the overridden user Main method is where all processes and tasks are created. First,

however, the scheduler must be provided with an end time and, if running in simulation, an

increment for the timer. After this, all necessary processes can be instantiated by creating new

CProcess objects. Each process object must be given a unique name, which should be a single

word since the running processes are specified at the command line. Once the processes are

created, all user task objects should be created and each one passed a pointer to the appropriate

process object. Any properties which affect all tasks can now be set, such as profiling and state

transition auditing. Example syntax is shown next:

protected void userMain ()
{
// Get a reference to the scheduler object
CMaster theMaster = TrjMain.getMasterScheduler();

// Set some necessary parameters
theMaster.setStopTime(2.0); // in seconds
theMaster.setTickTime(0.001); // in seconds

// Create a Process object to run the Tasks
process1 = new CProcess ("Process_One");

// Create the belt Tasks
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beltAxis1 = new BeltAxis (process1, "Belt Axis 1", 5, 0.1, 25.0, 4.0, 2.0);
beltAxis2 = new BeltAxis (process1, "Belt Axis 2", 5, 0.1, 25.0, 4.0, 3.0);

// A logger Task to record belt data
beltLogger = new BeltLogger (process1, "Belt Axis logger", 2, 0.1,
"GlueData00.txt");

// Turn on some profiling features of the scheduler
theMaster.doDurationProfile(true);
theMaster.doTransitionTrace(true);

// Calling this method starts scheduler execution
theMaster.go();

// Any cleanup code can go here...
}
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